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ABSTRACT
Over the last ten years, the number of landscape-scale, collaborative initiatives
involving land trusts and both private and public partners has increased. Given that the
success of local land trusts depends in large part on their grassroots origins and
connections, why are these organizations joining together to create large-scale, regional
initiatives? What challenges are they facing in these efforts? Do the benefits of working
regionally outweigh the costs? In order to explore answers to these questions, original
data were gathered through interviews with executive directors or key staff members
from five landscape scale collaborative initiatives. Case studies included:
· The Bay Area Open Space Council (California)
· The Mississippi Blufflands Alliance (Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, and Iowa)
· The Michigan Dune Alliance (Michigan)
· The North Quabbin Regional Landscape Partnership (Massachusetts)
· The Northern Rockies Initiative (unofficial name) (Idaho, Montana, Wyoming,
British Columbia, and Alberta)
The primary sentiment expressed by participants was that the benefits of participation in
large-scale collaborative initiatives outweighed the challenges and costs. The access to
additional funding, the learning and networking opportunities created, and the resulting
increased organizational capacity were unanimously praised by participants. In contrast,
most challenges were raised either by few participants or simply as areas for discussion
and improvement. Primary challenges cited included locating scarce resources (such as
time, energy, and money), creating an effective organizational structure, and establishing
a group vision that supported the missions and goals of participants. Factors contributing
to the success of collaborative efforts, including the informal nature of the group and the
presence of key personalities, as well as potential future changes participants would like
to see made, were discussed. The results of this work can be used to guide future
collaborative efforts. Recommendations for group capacity building, including lessons
learned regarding the structure, size, composition, and project focus of collaborative
efforts, are reported. Finally, ideas for land trusts contemplating participation in regional
initiatives are included.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Locally based, non-profit land conservation organizations, also known as land
trusts, are “one of the fastest growing segments of the environmental movement”
(Hocker, 1996). This growth can be explained, in part, by their success at protecting
significant amounts of land, and by their origins in and ties to local communities. In
1950, only 53 land trusts were active in the United States; by 1980, that number had
grown to approximately 400. Over 800 were operating by 1990, with more than 1200
active today (Land Trust Alliance, 2001). The amount of land protected by these
organizations has also increased dramatically, from approximately 1.9 million acres in
1990 to 6.4 million acres in 2000 (Land Trust Alliance, 2001).
Why have these organizations been so successful? According to the former
president of the Land Trust Alliance, an umbrella group serving land trusts around the
country, their “effectiveness has come in no small part from (their) local focus, their
knowledge of local issues and people, and their consistent presence in their
communities...the local, place-based nature of land trusts is still one of our greatest
strengths” (Hocker, 2000, p. 3). Landowners usually are comfortable working with local
land trusts “precisely because land trust leaders are typically their neighbors or at least
residents of the same region” (Hocker, 1996, p. 250). Although national organizations
have also been very successful at conserving land, they are occasionally limited in
effectiveness by their distance from local concerns. As one land trust staff member
explains, “bigger is not necessarily better. While a large land trust may have more
impressive experience, it will not necessarily have good connections within a local
community--and it may even be regarded with suspicion as an outsider” (Clarke, 1997, p.
10). Thus, the local, “grassroots” nature of the land trust movement is a critical factor
explaining the success of these non-profit organizations.
It is interesting to note, however, that as the number of local land trusts has
grown, so has the number of large-scale, collaborative initiatives between land trusts and
both private and public partners. As two land trust professionals explain, “with the
proliferation of small local land trusts in the 1980s and early 1990s, we have seen a

corresponding bloom in the frequency and variety of partnerships between local and
regional land trusts” (Ames and Muir, 1995, p. 8). Partnership types range from the
cooperative agreement between the township-based Old Mission Conservancy and the
overlapping, multi-county Grand Traverse Regional Land Conservancy in Michigan to
the consulting consortium created by the Compact of Cape Cod Conservation Trusts
(Slee, 1999). Additionally, “formal cooperation between government agencies and
private land conservation groups at the state or local level--the organizations typically
described as land trusts--has grown tremendously over the past decade” (Endicott, 1993,
p. 195).
Most intriguing, however, are the collaborations that span even larger scales.
Efforts are in place that look beyond working with immediate geographic neighbors or
local political boundaries and focus instead on working within the boundaries of an
ecological region. This landscape-scale emphasis is evident in efforts as diverse as the
Blufflands Alliance, a cooperative initiative involving land trusts working along the
Mississippi River in Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota; the Michigan Dune
Alliance, concentrating on the freshwater dunes of eastern shore of Lake Michigan; and
the newly-formed collaborative initiative working in the alpine ecosystems of Wyoming,
Idaho, Montana, and southern Canada. According to the former president of the Land
Trust Alliance, “there are many other good examples of land trusts thinking regionally”
(Hocker, 2000, p.3).
The trend towards larger-scale, cooperative work leads to a series of critical
questions:
·

Given that the success of local land trusts depends in large part on their
grassroots origins and connections, why are these organizations joining together
to create large-scale, regional initiatives?

·

What challenges are they facing in these efforts? Do the benefits of working
regionally outweigh the costs?

·

If so, which structural elements of each cooperative effort would participants
keep in the future, and which would they change?
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This thesis aims to explore answers to these questions, with the hope that the lessons
learned will offer useful insights and ideas for other local land trusts that may be
thinking about the costs and benefits of working regionally. Specifically, the rationales
for collaboration will be discussed in Chapter Four, the factors contributing to the
success of collaborative efforts in Chapter Five, the challenges of working
collaboratively in Chapter Six, and potential future changes in Chapter Seven.

WHY ARE PARTNERSHIPS DEVELOPING?
Given the locally based origins of many non-profit land trusts, why are these
organizations joining together to create large-scale, regional initiatives? Answers to this
critical question can be found, in large part, through an examination of the welldeveloped body of literature on collaboration. As such, general texts on collaboration, as
well as on more specific natural resource, non-profit, and land trust collaborations are
examined below.
Collaboration theory owes much to the pioneering work of Gray, and especially to
her classic text, Collaborating: Finding Common Ground for Multiparty Problems (Gray,
1989). Acknowledging the growing interdependence of all aspects of society, she
proposed an increase in the use of collaborative processes for dispute resolution and
advancing shared visions. Most directly related to the questions at hand was her finding
that the recognition of the need to address a shared problem often drives partners together
towards collaboration. Gray explained that partnerships often form when “a critical
situation exists that is not being addressed by traditional means” (Gray, 1989, p. 185).
Additionally, she felt that the problem being addressed by the group must be “a
microcosm of a major social problem” (Gray, 1989, p. 185). Third, the fact that “the
problem creates a negative image and negative consequences for the community” also
was seen as a factor driving groups to collaborate (Gray, 1989, p. 185). Finally, Gray
cited the fact that “the particular version of the problem is local to the community” (1989,
p. 185) as a motivating factor for group formation.
Bennis and Biederman, in their inspirational Organizing Genius: The Secrets of
Creative Collaboration, offered useful insights into the formation, atmosphere, and
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leadership characteristics of seven collaborative projects they termed “Great Groups”
(Bennis and Biederman, 1997). From the electric garage that produced the first Apple
computer to the Manhattan Project, these groups also came together to solve a shared
problem. Additionally, “Great Groups” demonstrated a common intensity of purpose,
had extraordinary leaders, and recruited talented members.
Another factor promoting collaborative group formation is a desire among natural
resource managers to overcome the fractionalization of both ecological and
administrative systems. Natural resource collaborations, in particular, have emerged in
recent years in large part due to the particular challenges presented by the need to manage
ecosystems across administrative and political boundaries. In “Cooperation: A Strategy
for Achieving Stewardship Across Boundaries,” Yaffee explored the motivations that
underlie cross-boundary cooperative behaviors. These collaborative efforts “all seek to
overcome the inherent fragmentation in our society between multiple agencies, levels of
government, public and private sectors, diverse interest groups, and different disciplines
and value structures” (Yaffee, 1998, p. 299).
Third, although popular beliefs find altruism as a source of transboundary
cooperation, it is also possible to find reciprocity; “people support each other because
they know they will benefit in turn” (Yaffee, 1998, p. 302). Following the general
principle of you-scratch-my-back-I’ll-scratch-yours, participants in cooperative efforts
can, at times, meet personal goals most efficiently by being part of a cooperative effort.
The pursuit of self-interested motives through cooperative action was found to be a
driving force behind most collaborations by Axelrod in his pioneering text, The Evolution
of Cooperation (Axelrod, 1984). Even if participants cite intangible benefits or larger,
overarching goals as primary motivating forces, Gray also still found the ultimate
rationale for participation to be self-interest. “Nor are stakeholders altruists pursuing
some greater good,” she claimed. “Quite the contrary: even when collaboration is
initiated in order to advance a shared vision, stakeholders are anxious to advance their
own interests” (Gray, 1989, p. 112).
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Wondolleck and Yaffee, in Making Collaboration Work: Lessons From
Innovation in Natural Resource Management, took an extensive look at collaborative
resource management initiatives across the country (Wondolleck and Yaffee, 2000).
From the 200+ collaborative efforts that were examined, four primary rationales for
collaboration were generated: 1) to build understanding through information sharing, 2)
to make decisions and build support for them, 3) to build organizational capacity, and 4)
to complete projects. In addition to these formative influences, collaboration was seen as
a “strategy for achieving more sound and sustainable resource management”
(Wondolleck and Yaffee, 2000, p. 45).
Much work has been done regarding non-profit cooperation with public partners.
Endicott’s compilation, Land Conservation Through Public/Private Partnerships,
provided excellent coverage of both national and local land trust partnerships with federal
agencies, states, and local governments. Myers, in her chapter entitled “Direct Funding
of Nonprofit Land Protection: A New Genre of State Land Conservation Programs,”
examined four collaborative grants programs: the California State Coastal Conservancy,
the Vermont Housing and Conservation Trust Fund, the Rhode Island Open Space and
Recreation Grants Program, and the Iowa Resource Enhancement and Protection
Program (Myers, 1993). These groups formed, in part, to accomplish a range of goals,
including significant acreage saved, additional projects completed, increased funding for
conservation, and increased land trust capacity.
Along similar lines, Griffith, in her draft Report to Planning Committee on a
Study of Three Collaborations, offered useful insights into why public-private
collaboration is necessary, what structural choices exist, and the elements of successful
collaboration (Griffith, 2001). Primarily, she viewed collaboration as a vehicle to
achieve institutional goals, alter power relationships, and coordinate the relationship
between non-profit and government entities. She found “the ability to achieve a better
service outcome than could be achieved by government or the non-for-profit sector acting
alone,” as well as “each organization [being] strengthened through the collaborative
process” as the two primary reasons collaborative groups exist (Griffith, 2001).
Along similar lines, Labich examined the rationale for the formation of public
private landscape planning partnerships in Massachusetts (Labich, 1999). He found that
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landscape planning partnerships were forming in this area for six main reasons. First,
people in the area had a long history of working together in coalitions since the 1950’s
and 1960’s. Second, the shifts in land protection funding from public to private sources
were also found to be encouraging collaborative groups to form. Recent planning
processes, as well as an increase in the general accessibility of landscape ecology theory,
also promoted collaborative efforts. Fifth, the public-private land conservation efforts in
Labich’s study were found to be coming together in response to increasing threats of
sprawl-type development. Finally, he also found partnerships arising as a logical
outgrowth of an increase in both citizen participation and the incorporation of ecological
concepts in land use planning over time (Labich, 1999).
Primarily focused on taking collaborative relationships to a more formal level
(through mergers, consolidations, or joint ventures), La Piana’s Beyond Collaboration:
Strategic Restructuring of Nonprofit Organizations offered additional insights into the
rationales behind non-profit collaboration (La Piana, 1997). Rationales for cooperation
cited include financial pressures as government funding and charitable giving decline, as
well as increased competition for staff and funds due to constant growth within the nonprofit sector. La Piana also noticed the widespread desire to see collaboration among
foundations as another driving force encouraging groups to coalesce. He explained that
foundations, “frustrated by overlapping programs, service gaps, turf battles, and a lack of
coordination, have begun to encourage, and in some cases to demand, closer
collaboration between nonprofit organizations in return for new or continued funding”
(La Piana, 1997, p.3). This sentiment was also noted in a roundtable discussion on
partnerships sponsored by Harvard University: “partnership has become a mantra, like
motherhood and apple pie,” one participant commented (Institute for Cultural Landscape
Studies, 1998, p. 2). Land trusts hoping to receive funding from these organizations
must, in some way, meet these goals.
A funder as well as advisor, the Land Trust Alliance (LTA) has also been
encouraging partnerships, mergers, and other forms of cooperation between trusts.
Exchange, the journal of the Land Trust Alliance, is the only serial publication currently
in print dedicated solely to addressing issues of concern to the land trust community.
From 1994-2002, many articles were written in Exchange touching on partnerships and
6

cooperative structures. Former LTA president Jean Hocker commented in one issue of
Exchange,
As land conservation becomes more and more urgent, complex, and
expensive, land trusts will need to expand their capabilities and leverage
their resources in every way they can. Many will join forces with
neighboring land trusts or with other organizations and agencies that share
their goals. Whether they formally merge, or simply find new ways to
collaborate...land trusts will discover that working with others is often the
best--and sometimes the only--way to succeed (Slee, 1999, p. 18).
Additionally, proceedings from the annual “Rally,” a multi-day conference sponsored by
the Land Trust Alliance which brings together land trust personnel from around the
county, also offered insights into land trust cooperations (Van Ryn et al, 1999). In one
session, the goals of coordinating tasks, sharing strategies, working on joint projects,
pooling financial resources for a special project, and avoiding duplication of services all
were outlined as primary reasons to collaborate (Van Ryn et al, 1999). Thus, the
encouragement from LTA for collaborative efforts, combined with the support coming
from foundations, has also perhaps played a role in the formation of new landscape-scale
efforts.
A final factor influencing the formation of collaborative efforts has been the
expanding societal awareness of conservation biology and landscape ecology.
Conservation biology teaches that, in general, “the key to making land conservation
effective is to expand our thinking in space, time, and ambition--that is, to think big”
(Noss and Cooperrider, 1994, p. 94). Elaborate designs for nature preserves, surrounded
by buffer areas and linked by corridors, covering thousands of acres, have been drawn up
(Noss and Cooperrider, 1994). Unfortunately, land trusts, due to their grassroots origins
and work with voluntary, often parcel-by-parcel transactions, have not always been able
to “think big.” The problem with a small-scale, piecemeal approach, according to
conservation biologists, is that:
(an) ad hoc approach to biological conservation has left Canada, the
United States, Mexico, and most other countries with highly fragmented
systems of parks and reserves...not only are most of the protected areas too
small, they are also isolated from other protected areas....the resulting
fragmentation of the natural environment severely threatens biological
diversity. Modern conservation biology provides abundant evidence that
small preserves, over the years, lose species. Even the largest national
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parks in western North America are too small to maintain all their larger
mammals (Newmark, 1995). The lesson learned from experience with
small preserves is this: to be effective, biological conservation must be
planned and implemented on large spatial scales. Conservation biologists
have learned that nature and wilderness cannot be saved by protecting a
piece here and a piece there” (Soule and Terborgh, 1999, p. 1-2).
This message was brought directly to the land trust community during the 1995 Rally.
Dr. Reed Noss, a pioneer in the field of conservation biology, gave a speech on
ecosystem preservation to the conference and advised, “we need to start thinking about
linking areas together into larger units that might maintain viable populations” (Noss,
1996, p. 17).
The land trust community has subsequently been asking itself what role it might
play in the preservation of biodiversity. A 1996 issue of Exchange asked,
Is the maintenance of and enhancement of biodiversity strictly within the
province of government agencies and national conservation organizations?
Most experts in the field would reply with a resounding “no.” Private
landowners and land trusts large and small have indispensable roles to
play in protecting America’s biodiversity” (editor’s note in Trombulak,
1996, p. 5).
However, Diamond and Noonan, looking at the work of land trusts in Land Use In
America, acknowledged that going “parcel by parcel” is not enough, that “whole systems
need to be protected” and thus “many partners are required” (Diamond and Noonan,
1996, p. 252). The work of landscape scale collaborative initiatives, such as those
examined in this study, can be seen as a step in this direction. By joining together across
an ecological region, the often small-scale land trusts involved can begin to place their
individual work within the large-scale ecological systems of which they are a critical part.

WHAT CHALLENGES ARE THESE PARTNERSHIPS FACING?
Although the range of factors promoting collaboration discussed above is quite
broad, an equally diverse set of obstacles to collaboration also exists. On a general level,
Gray found institutional disincentives, such as mission dilution and limited resources, as
factors discouraging collaboration (Gray, 1989). Additionally, she noted historical and
ideological barriers to cooperation in both participating groups as well as the larger
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society as potentially disruptive. Finally, power disparities between parties and the
challenges presented by technically complex problems were found to obstruct
collaborative efforts (Gray, 1989).
In their study of natural resource collaborations, Wondolleck and Yaffee
identified important barriers to successful collaboration, including procedural difficulties
(generally referred to as ‘red tape’) and attitudinal barriers (such as mistrust between
participants). Institutional blocks, such as a lack of resources or conflicting missions
among participants, as well as a lack of external support (either political or financial),
also were found to be limiting factors (Wondolleck and Yaffee, 2000).
Griffith also found “the usual suspects” slowing the progress of collaborative
groups, including “communications difficulties, differences in perceived and real values,
resource scarcity, process concerns, and old-fashioned disagreement on the ‘business’ of
the collaborative” (Griffith, 2001, p. 47). However, she also explored two primary areas
of structural tension, including anxiety over accountability and economic apprehension.
Accountability regarding administration, process, and representation of the group often
needed clarification to keep the group effort moving forward, as did the problem of what
to do with a non-performing partner. “Economic apprehension” was found to center on
the disparity of resources between the two partner types. Griffith felt that the fact that “it
will become obvious that, as a general rule, government employees are paid better, have
better fringe benefits, and enjoy a more generous retirement package than those in the
not-for-profit sector” (Griffith, 2001, p. 59) would become an inevitable conflict point
within the group.
In addition to more general problems with collaboration, such as control over
agenda setting, Endicott found specific concerns confronting the land trust participants in
various public-private partnerships. Specifically, she found conflict arising over funding
amounts and concerns over stewardship as potential sticking points (Endicott, 1993).
A comprehensive view of these dilemmas can be found in “Cooperation: A
Strategy for Achieving Stewardship Across Boundaries” (Yaffee, 1998). In this essay,
Yaffee described how participants in collaborative efforts were subject to competing
forces, some of which pulled them away from the group effort and some of which pulled
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them closer in. Examples of these “centrifugal” forces, pulling participants away from
cooperation, included limited resources and public opposition. Additionally, the different
traditions and standard operating procedures of participants were found to cause conflict,
as was the ability of participating groups to pursue similar outcomes independently
(Table 1).

Internal Factors
(those relating to the actors/site)
External factors
(those relating to the external
environment and context)

Centrifugal Forces
(making cooperation less likely)
-Conflicting goals and mission
-Different traditions and norms
-Desire for autonomy and control
-Limited resources
-Public opposition, fear, and skepticism
-Preexisting allegiances and relationships
-Lack of agency support
-Government policies and procedures
-Opportunities to proceed independently

Table 1: Factors Restricting Cooperative Behaviors (Yaffee, 1998).

HOW CAN THESE OBSTACLES BE OVERCOME?
First, according to Gray, gaining an understanding of the history of the shared
problem the group is coming together to solve, as well as of the prior relationships
between the stakeholders, can help place collaborative groups on the road to success
(Gray, 1989). Once these areas have been explored, an analysis of “member factors”
(such as the inclusion of all stakeholders, with sufficient stakeholder incentives), as well
as “process factors” (such as agreement on the scope of the collaboration, ripeness of the
issue, timing, and maintaining good relationships with constituents) can help smooth out
difficulties (Gray, 1989).
Wondolleck and Yaffee found similar key lessons for success, including building
on common ground, creating opportunities for interaction between participants, utilizing
effective processes, and seeking support and resources from numerous sources
(Wondolleck and Yaffee, 2000). Additionally, a willingness to try new things, forging a
sense of commitment to the problem and the process, and being proactive also were
found to help collaborative groups succeed (Wondolleck and Yaffee, 2000). Along
similar lines, Endicott recommended fostering a sense of urgency, presenting a
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persuasive vision, providing successful examples, having a broad based alliance, and
having a “champion” for each effort as ways to overcome obstacles that may arise
(Endicott, 1993).
Again, a broad summary of elements making cooperation more likely can be
found in “Cooperation: A Strategy for Achieving Stewardship Across Boundaries”
(Yaffee, 1998). Among other factors, shared goals, opportunities for gain, and innovative
structures were found to act as “centripetal” forces, keeping groups involved (Table 2).

Internal Factors
(those relating to the actors/site)

External factors
(those relating to the external
environment and context)

Centripetal Forces
(making cooperation more likely)
-Opportunities to gain through
collective action
-Perception of common problems or
threats
-Shared goals or sense of place
-Entrepreneurs and champions
-Relationships
-Effective processes and process
management
-Innovative structure to maintain
cooperative relationships
-Opportunities, resources, and
incentives
-Public pressure or interest
-Technology

Table 2: Factors Promoting Cooperative Behaviors (Yaffee, 1998, p. 305)

.
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS
Utilizing the methods described below, this study aims to addresses the questions
posed in Chapter One: why, and how, are land trusts working together on a landscape
scale? What elements contribute to the success of these collaborative efforts, and which
create obstacles and problems? Have the efforts, overall, been beneficial, or have the
challenges and costs outweighed the gains?
A multi-step procedure was employed, beginning with the selection of five case
studies according to developed criteria. Next, original data were gathered for each case
study through interviews. An inductive analysis was performed, and finally conclusions
were drawn. Each of these steps is described in detail below.

CASE STUDY SELECTION AND CRITERIA
Five case studies of land trust based collaborative initiatives were selected, according to
the following criteria:
1. Initiatives were formed to enhance the capacity of non-profit land trusts in their
land protection activities.
2. Initiatives involve more than two or three organizations.
3. Initiatives were formed based on a landscape-scale conservation need. Efforts
formed based on political lines (state, county, or township lines, for example)
were not included.
4. Communication between land trust partners working in the region is evident.
(Efforts involving communication through a central hub, and not between
partners, were not included).
5. Initiatives are not primarily government-driven, although government partners
may be present.
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6. Initiatives represent a diversity of experience in terms of group size, structure,
geographic location, and member affiliation (some groups have all non-profit
members, and some have government partners present as well).
A literature review, combined with personal investigation, resulted in the selection of the
following five case studies (described in more detail in Chapter Three, Summary of Case
Studies):
1. The Blufflands Alliance (MN, WI, IA, IL)
The Blufflands Alliance consists of four local land trusts and two statewide
organizations working to protect the Blufflands along the Mississippi River.
2. The Bay Area Open Space Council (CA)
The Bay Area Open Space Council consists of over 150 public and private
partners working in land conservation in the nine counties surrounding the San
Francisco Bay.
3. The Michigan Dune Alliance (MI)
Five land trusts, The Nature Conservancy, and a small number of public agencies
are working together to preserve the sand dunes along the eastern shore of Lake
Michigan.
4. The North Quabbin Regional Landscape Partnership (MA)
Public and private partners are working together to preserve the ecological,
cultural, and historic open space of the rural North Quabbin region in central
Massachusetts.
5. The Northern Rockies Initiative (ID, MT, WY (U.S.) and BC, AB (Canada))
Over 20 local land trusts and national land conservation organizations with
offices in the region are communicating regarding land preservation in the Rocky
Mountains. The name of the collaboration, however, is only a ‘working title’;
participating groups are still in the process of agreeing upon an official name.
Many excellent examples of cooperative actions between land trusts were not included.
For instance, the joint stewardship program established between the Vermont Land Trust
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and some of the smaller land trusts operating with its service area only involves two or
three organizations and does not really focus on an ecological scale. The Coalition of
Oregon Land Trusts, although formed to promote the land conservation activities of nonprofit land trusts on a larger scale, was formed based on political boundaries, as was the
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts. The Compact of Cape Cod Conservation Trusts,
although focused on the greater Cape Cod region, is an independent organization formed
as a “service bureau for its member land trusts” (Van Ryn et al, 1999, p.121). As such, it
provides administrative and project support to area land trusts, but does not focus as
much on providing a forum for interaction between its members. The five case studies
selected, however, meet the established criteria, and thus qualify as “landscape scale
conservation initiatives.”

DATA COLLECTION
Telephone and personal interviews were selected as the primary data collection
methods. Prior to conducting interviews, however, key staff members were contacted in
order to gather background information on the formation, structure, and accomplishments
of each group. Brochures, newsletters, final grant reports, and web page documents were
reviewed and compiled (see Chapter Three, Summary of Case Studies). Based on this
information and the primary research questions posed in Chapter One, a list of interview
questions was generated (see Appendix A: Sample Interview Questions). Primary areas
of concern included:
·

The benefits of participation in large-scale cooperative efforts. Questions
included:
o Why did your group originally join this effort?
o Why do you continue to participate?

·

The challenges of participation. Questions included:
o What would you say has been the most significant challenge to working
with this group?
o Has maintaining group momentum been a problem?
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o Do you feel the group has a shared vision?
·

Reactions of the organization’s constituents to participation. Questions included:
o Do your members generally support your involvement?
o Do you fear losing touch with your local support base?
o Do you fear losing touch with your original mission?

A flexible format was selected to allow for investigation of topics raised by interviewees,
as suggested by The Elements of Interviewing (Shipley and Wood, 1996).
Thirty-one executive directors (or key staff members if so referred) of the land
trusts involved in the five chosen initiatives were interviewed, and twenty-four of these
interviews were recorded and completely transcribed (the other seven were not recorded
and thus were not transcribed). Interviews lasted from ten to ninety minutes, and
averaged half an hour. Out of respect for the sensitive nature of some of the information
discussed, as well as to encourage candor, anonymity was guaranteed. Thus, although
extensive use of direct quotes is made in this report, participants are not identified beyond
which initiative they represent.

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
Given the type of information sought, qualitative evaluation and research methods
were selected. Rather than utilize “logical positivism, which uses quantitative and
experimental methods to test hypothetical deductive generalizations,” a
“phenomenological inquiry, using qualitative and naturalistic approaches to inductively
and holistically understand human experience in context specific settings” (Patton, 1990,
p.37) was chosen, as it was determined to better match the goals of the study. Another
term for this type of inquiry is the discovery of grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss,
1967).
What does this type of inquiry entail? Rather than utilize a statistically random
sample, case studies were deliberately selected for the lessons they could teach, a
technique known as “purposeful sampling” (Patton, 1990, p. 169). The direct quotes
obtained from interviews served as the “raw data” for analysis (Patton, 1990, p.24), and
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“theory” was generated “from the data” (Glaser and Strauss, 1967, p. viii). All in all, the
“purpose of the qualitative analysis is to identify and extrapolate lessons learned” (Patton,
1990, p. 425). These lessons learned are presented in Chapters 4-8, regarding the benefits
and challenges of collaboration, the factors contributing to the success of collaborative
efforts, and potential future directions for the groups. It must be noted that the order in
which findings regarding these topic areas are discussed does not imply any hierarchy of
importance.
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CHAPTER 3: SUMMARY OF CASE STUDIES
Although more collaborative efforts may exist, the five case studies selected
represent some of the most promising--and prominent--landscape scale efforts in place
today. A summary of the age, service area, mission, participants, structure, funding, key
accomplishments, and unique features of each group follows. For a quick, visual
reference, Table 3 summarizes this information (next page). The general location of each
effort is shown in Figure 1.
Northern Rockies Initiative
(unofficial name)

Bay Area
Open Space Council

Figure 1: Case Study Locations
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Mississippi
Blufflands
Alliance

Michigan
Dune Alliance

North
Quabbin
Regional
Landscape
Partnership

Table 3: Summary of Landscape Scale Collaborative Initiatives
Program

BLUFFLANDS BAY AREA
ALLIANCE
OPEN
SPACE
COUNCIL

Date
Established
Service
Area

1993

1990

Mississippi
River
Blufflands in
Minnesota,
Wisconsin,
Illinois, and
Iowa

Nine counties
bordering the
San Francisco
Bay in
California

Eastern shore
of Lake
Michigan in
Michigan

Mission

To “coordinate
land protection
efforts in the
region while
educating
landowners and
others about its
significance”

“To
strengthen the
technical
capacity of
the park &
open space
organizations
and &
agencies
active in the
region, & to
broaden
public
support and
financial
commitment
to open space
protection”
Over 150
organizations,
including
private,
nonprofit
land trusts
and public
park and
open space
agencies

To “promote
conservation
and
stewardship
of the coastal
marshes,
dunes,
forests and
freshwater
river systems
along the
shores of
Lake
Michigan”

Participants -Four local land
trusts (two in
Illinois and two
in Wisconsin)
-Two statewide
land trusts
(Minnesota and
Iowa)
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MICHIGAN NORTH
DUNE
QUABBIN
ALLIANCE REGIONAL
LANDSCAPE
PARTNERSHIP
1999
1997

-Five land
trusts
- The Nature
Conservancy
-A small
number of
state and
federal land
management
agencies

Approximately
1800 square
miles in northcentral
Massachusetts

NORTHERN
ROCKIES
INITIATIVE
(unofficial
name)
2000

western
Wyoming,
Idaho,
east/central
Montana,
British
Columbia,
and Alberta
“To collaborate
Still working
to identify,
to define;
protect, and
currently “a
enhance strategic loose
ecological,
association of
cultural, and
land trusts in
historic open
the Rockies
space in the rural who are
landscape of the
looking at
North Quabbin
ways of
Region”
working
together to
conserve the
most
important &
threatened
lands in the
region”
At least 25
Over 20 local
private
land trusts
organizations,
and national
regional and
land
municipal
conservation
commissions, and organizations
state and federal
with offices in
agencies,
the region
including three
(continues next
land trusts
page)

Program

BLUFFLANDS BAY AREA
ALLIANCE
OPEN
SPACE
COUNCIL

Structure

Internal
coordination
with assistance
from Gathering
Waters
Conservancy
(WI); decisions
made by
consensus;
operations
governed by a
written
partnership
agreement
Private
foundation;
funds must be
matched by
individual trusts

Funding
source

Results
(sample)

Unique
features of
group
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Joint projects
such as
workshops,
landowner
referrals,
purchases of
property;
individual trusts
have negotiated
easements,
added staff,
done strategic
planning, etc.
-Multi-state
effort
-Written
partnership
agreement
outlines
commitments of
participants

Coordinated
by three staff
members of
the Greenbelt
Alliance; full
council and
Executive
Committee
meet in
alternate
months; loose
consensus
format
40 duespaying
members,
private
foundations,
and public
sources
Instrumental
in passage of
$55 million +
state
conservation
bond;
sponsors
research and
workshops;
maintains
GIS database
of protected
lands
-Large size
-Has three
full time staff
-Members
contribute
financially
-Public and
private
partners
present

MICHIGAN NORTH
DUNE
QUABBIN
ALLIANCE REGIONAL
LANDSCAPE
PARTNERSHIP
The
An executive
Conservation committee meets
Fund has
on a quarterly
served as
basis, while the
coordinator,
full group meets
facilitator,
approximately
consultant,
twice a year.
and fiscal
Coordinator role
agent for the varies.
group, which
operates on
an informal,
consensus
basis
Private
None designated
foundations
and public
sources

NORTHERN
ROCKIES
INITIATIVE
(unofficial
name)
Meets at least
twice yearly;
currently
coordinated
by LTA NW

Participating
trusts have
developed
three year
work plans;
some have
been able to
hire
additional
staff

The protection of
Tully Mountain
and the
establishment of
the twenty-mile
long Tully Loop
Trail

Cooperative
GIS mapping;
support for
conservation
planning and
stewardship
projects

-Wide range
of
government
partners
present, but
do not
participate in
land
protection
activities

-Public and
private partners
present
-Large number of
participants
relative to
number of land
trusts (only 3
trusts out of 25+
organizations)

-Multi-state
effort
-Very large
geographic
scale of
operations

Private
foundations

THE BLUFFLANDS ALLIANCE (MN, WI, IA, IL)
Founded in 1993, the Blufflands Alliance is “the nation’s first multi-state alliance
of...private organizations working together to save a regional landscape” (Bulasko, 2001,
p. 2G). Non-profit land trusts working along the Mississippi River in four states-Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois--have joined together to “coordinate land
protection efforts in the region while educating landowners and others about its
significance” (Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation, 2001, p.14). The region encompasses
24 counties and approximately 350 miles of river, north from Davenport, IA to the
confluence with the St. Croix River on the Wisconsin-Minnesota border (Figure 2).

= Focus area of the Blufflands
Alliance

Figure 2: Blufflands Alliance Focus Area (Education Place, 2002)

This stretch of the Mississippi is home to unique geologic features (the “blufflands”), as
well as rare plant species, migratory bird habitat, important Native American
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archeological sites, and productive farmland. It is also “the nation’s fourth-fastest
growing area in terms of rural land consumed by development” (Engstrom, 2000, p.6).
Of the four founding organizations, three continue to participate--the Iowa
Natural Heritage Foundation, the Wisconsin Farmland Conservancy, and the Minnesota
Land Trust; three additional trusts have since joined (the Jo Daviess Conservation
Foundation (IL), the Natural Land Institute (IL), and the Mississippi Valley Conservancy
(WI)). The Standing Cedars Land Conservancy (WI) attends meetings but does not
participate financially. The group meets quarterly for a full day, coordinated in part by
the Gathering Waters Conservancy, an umbrella group located in Wisconsin. Decisions
are made by consensus, and operations are governed by a written partnership agreement,
under which “groups who fail to meet their goals could have Alliance payments withheld
until goals are met or could even be ejected from the Alliance” (Engstrom, 2000, p. 5).
Having this accountability built in helps ensure that the participants meet the goals
outlined in their three-year work plans, as required by the group’s primary funder, the
Minnesota-based McKnight Foundation.
The McKnight funding is primarily targeted toward building each group’s
capacity (through staff, training, workshops, etc.), but some support does go directly to
land protection projects. Participating organizations must match the McKnight
contributions at a 3:1 ratio; thus, the approximately $2.8 million given by McKnight
since 1998 has leveraged around $8.5 million in matching funds. Funds are distributed
through a rotating fiscal agent, based on each group’s capacity to match the funds and to
carry out projects, as determined via required quarterly and annual reports. A revolving
loan fund has been established as well.
The effort has produced impressive results. Almost 12,000 acres of land have
been protected either through acquisition or conservation easement by members of the
Alliance since 1998. Almost 800 landowner contacts and presentations were made in the
same span of time, with around 280 newspaper articles generated as well. Individual
groups have taken on projects to benefit the group effort, such as the Minnesota Land
Trust’s work on conservation development, the Wisconsin Farmland Conservancy’s
investigation of purchase and transfer of development rights programs, and the Iowa
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Natural Heritage Foundation’s work on habitat conservation needs. Participants have
also worked on joint projects, including co-hosting outreach workshops, sharing
landowner referrals, serving as back-ups on easements, and joint purchases of property.
At the same time, participating groups have benefited individually, either by adding staff,
doing local outreach, completing local projects, training staff, completing strategic plans,
and working with local governments. Future plans include developing an even largerscale focus and coordinating conservation efforts from the “headwaters” to the
“backwaters” (encompassing the entire Mississippi River), including looking for federal
funding support.

THE BAY AREA OPEN SPACE COUNCIL (CA)
Founded in 1990, the
Bay Area Open Space
Council involves both
private, nonprofit land
trusts and public park and
open space agencies. The
Council’s area of focus
includes the nine counties
bordering the San Francisco
Bay in California, a large
estuary fed by countless
streams and drainages
flowing into the Bay from
within the nine counties
(Figure 3).
Figure 3: Bay Area Open Space Council Service Area
(Bay Area Open Space Council, 2002)
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Although a large metropolitan area, the Bay Area remains home to a range of wildlife
species, ongoing agricultural enterprises, and outdoor recreational pursuits. A central
purpose of the Council is to “enhance the region’s quality of life by articulating the
region’s vision of which lands should be protected as open space through public
ownership or conservation easements, and by developing financial and organizational
resources to implement this vision” (Bay Area Open Space Council, 2001, p.1). As such,
two “objectives are central to the Council’s mission: first, to strengthen the technical
capacity of the park and open space organizations and agencies active in the region, and
second, to broaden public support and financial commitment to open space protection”
(Bay Area Open Space Council, 1999, p.1).
Over 150 agencies and organizations involved in land conservation and
management in the Bay Area participate in the Council, with approximately 40
organizations contributing as dues-paying members. Fifteen organizations comprise the
Executive Committee, and are representative of the types of participants found in the
council as a whole:
·

The California Coastal Conservancy

·

East Bay Regional Park District

·

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District

·

Santa Clara County Open Space Authority

·

Trust for Public Land

·

San Francisco Bay Joint Venture

·

County of San Mateo

·

Marin County Open Space District

·

County of Santa Clara

·

Peninsula Open Space Trust

·

Solano County Farmlands and Open Space Foundation
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·

Muir Heritage Land Trust

·

Save Mt. Diablo

·

Landpaths

·

Greenbelt Alliance

Three staff members of the Greenbelt Alliance serve as the coordinators of the Council,
disseminating information, conducting research, and organizing the bi-monthly, threehour council meetings. In the off-months, the Executive Committee meets to discuss
project ideas, set policy, and provide administrative oversight for the group’s efforts. The
Executive Committee presents project ideas to the full group, which makes decisions
based on a loose consensus format. If a project is proposed and members voice
opposition, another project is selected.
The Greenbelt Alliance serves as the group’s fiscal agent, managing the dues paid
by members (which range from $100/year for small organizations to $1000/year for
larger ones) as well as grant funds received. Support for Council projects has come from
both private and public sources, including institutions as diverse as the David and Lucile
Packard Foundation, the Marin Community Foundation, the California State Coastal
Conservancy, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District, the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission, and the National Park Service.
The Council has been able to accomplish a range of projects, including
spearheading legislation that led to the creation of the Bay Area Conservancy Program in
1997. Funded by the state of California as part of the California Coastal Conservancy,
the Bay Area Conservancy Program channeled $10 million in 1999 and $55 million in
public funding for open space preservation funding to the area (Guenzler et al, 2000).
Additionally, the staff of the Council conducts research on topics of interest to the land
conservation community, such as regional conservation needs and conservation easement
stewardship, hosts workshops and conferences, and coordinates a GIS database of the
region’s protected lands. These efforts have helped identify “gaps,” areas currently
unserved or underserved by open space preservation organizations. The Council has also
identified target areas for preservation as part of a conservation plan produced for the Bay
Area Conservancy program (Bay Area Open Space Council, 1999a). Current projects
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also include “Transit Outdoors,” encouraging the use of public transportation to reach
natural areas, and promoting AB 104, The Motor Vehicle Mitigation Fund. The Fund
would be created by statewide legislation and would be aimed at reducing the impacts of
motor vehicles on surface waters of the Bay area. Finally, the Council has instigated two
landscape scale initiatives within the larger bay ecosystem, one in the Diablo Ridgelands
and one involving the Blue Ridge-Berryessa Natural Area. Future plans for the group
involve investigating systems for collective easement defense, creating a stewardship
grants program, and facilitating cooperative projects among members.

THE MICHIGAN DUNE ALLIANCE (MI)
Formed in 1999, the Michigan Dune Alliance brings together five land trusts, the
Nature Conservancy, and a small number of state and federal land management agencies.
Assembled to “promote conservation and stewardship of the coastal marshes, dunes,
forests and freshwater river systems along the shores of Lake Michigan,” the Dune
Alliance “seeks to mobilize private, public, and not-for-profit resources to protect the
priceless sand dunes along Lake Michigan” (The Conservation Fund, 2000, p. 1).
Comprising the most extensive freshwater dune ecosystem in the world, the Lake
Michigan shoreline is home to unique and rare species and ecosystems. However, many
of these systems are threatened by development, water quality degradation, and sand
dune mining. The Dune Alliance was formed to help strengthen the local land trusts’
ability to meet these threats.
Current land trust members include the Grand Traverse Regional Land
Conservancy, the Land Conservancy of West Michigan, the Leelanau Conservancy, the
Little Traverse Conservancy, and the Southwest Michigan Land Conservancy (all located
in Michigan) (Figure 4).
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Approximate location of participating land trusts:
1. Little Traverse Conservancy
2. Leelanau Conservancy
3. Grand Traverse Regional
Land Conservancy

4. Land Conservancy of West
Michigan
5. Southwest Michigan Land
Conservancy

1
Petoskey
2

3
Traverse City

Milwaukee

LAKE
MICHIGAN

4

Lansing
5

Detroit

Chicago

Figure 4: Michigan Dune Alliance Locations
The participating land trusts are supported in their efforts by the Michigan and Great
Lakes offices of The Nature Conservancy, the Midwest Office of The Conservation Fund,
the Michigan Natural Features Inventory, the Michigan Department of Natural
Resources, the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality, the US Forest Service,
and the National Park Service. Meetings are currently held as needed and are
approximately three hours long. At least three times a year, meetings include educational
presentations of interest to participants (on freshwater ecology, stewardship, funding
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possibilities, etc.). The Conservation Fund has served as coordinator, facilitator,
consultant, and fiscal agent for the group, which operates on an informal, consensus
basis.
Funding thus far has come from both private foundations and public sources. Of
the $722,000 the Alliance received in December of 2000, $600,000 came from the
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation, $72,000 was from the US Environmental Protection
Agency, and $50,000 came from the Michigan Coastal Zone Management Program
(Land Trust Alliance, 2001). The current plan is to distribute these funds to the land trusts
twice a year, according to the progress each has made on their “work plans,” as reported
in bi-annual progress reports. Each participating land trust has generated a three-year
work plan, outlining how and when it will develop site plans for targeted conservation
areas within its region. Fourteen “targeted sites” were identified by The Nature
Conservancy through its eco-regional planning process. Thus far, funds have been
distributed to gather information and, in some cases, hire additional staff. Future plans
are to continue to develop the capacity of participating organizations to be able to
implement their work plans. Operating support, funds to hire additional staff,
stewardship funds, assistance with GIS mapping, community education funds and
possibly acquisition funds are all part of the plan.

THE NORTH QUABBIN REGIONAL LANDSCAPE PARTNERSHIP (MA)
In May of 1997, the Mt. Grace Land Conservation Trust, the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Management, and the Harvard Forest sponsored a regional
meeting to discuss forming a collaborative effort to protect the North Quabbin region.
Over 40 people attended, and the North Quabbin Regional Landscape Partnership was
born. The mission of the effort is “to collaborate to identify, protect, and enhance
strategic ecological, cultural, and historic open space in the rural landscape of the North
Quabbin Region” (Youngblood, 1997, p.1).
Covering approximately 1800 square miles in central Massachusetts, the North
Quabbin region stretches from the Connecticut River Valley in the west to Mt. Wachusett
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in the east, and reaches south to the Prescott Peninsula in the Quabbin Reservoir and
north to the New Hampshire border (Figure 5).

Figure 5: North Quabbin Region (Golodetz and Foster, 1997)
Some of the largest roadless areas in Massachusetts are found here, as are the forested
hills, wetlands, rivers, and lakes that numerous species, including bobcat, fisher, and
warblers all call home (North Quabbin Regional Landscape Partnership, 1998). Thirtyseven percent of the region is already protected (Golodetz and Foster, 1997), making it
the largest contiguous complex of protected lands in all of Southern New England (North
Quabbin Regional Landscape Partnership, 1998).
At least 25 private organizations, regional and municipal commissions, and state
and federal agencies participate in the partnership, including three land trusts: the Mt.
Grace Land Conservation Trust (MGLCT), the New England Forestry Foundation, and
the Trustees of Reservations. Various participants have handled coordination of the
group over time, with staff members of the MGLCT, volunteers, and staff members of
county planning departments all having filled the role at different times. An executive
committee meets on a quarterly basis, while the full group meets approximately twice a
year.
A primary function of the partnership is to raise the profile of selected projects,
proposed by participants, through an endorsement procedure. As such, the partnership
itself does not handle and receive funding; rather, the individual groups heading up each
project will receive and distribute funds. Two early partnership-endorsed, cooperative
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projects included the protection of Tully Mountain and the establishment of the twentymile long Tully Loop Trail. The Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Management, the Sudbury Foundation, the Fields Pond Foundation, Eastern Mountain
Sports, the National Park Service, and others contributed to the various organizations that
participated in this project. Currently, significant funding for additional land protection
projects is being provided through the state Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
(EOEA), which has identified the region as a statewide priority. The EOEA’s “Tully
Initiative,” in its first nine months, helped protect 4,785 acres in 81 parcels in the North
Quabbin Region (Youngblood, 2001), and aims to protect over 10,000 more (New
England Forestry Foundation, 2000). Other future cooperative projects include land
protection around Lake Rohunta, and possibly near the “1000-acre Swamp” near the
small town of Phillipston.

THE NORTHERN ROCKIES INITIATIVE (unofficial name)
(ID, MT, WY (U.S.), AND BC, AB (CANADA))
The newest of the five case studies chosen, the Northern Rockies Initiative began
in the spring of 2000. The “Northern Rockies” region can be loosely defined (from an
United States-based perspective) as the montane ecosystem stretching from western
Wyoming through Idaho and east/central Montana and into British Columbia and
Alberta. Large protected areas, including Yellowstone National Park, Grand Teton
National Park, Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park, the Frank Church Wilderness,
the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness, and Banff National Park exist within this region
(Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Major Ecosystems of the Northern Rockies Region (American Wildlands,
2002)
As such, the full complement of native aquatic and terrestrial wildlife species present at
the time of Lewis and Clark’s fabled exploration continues to exist. Growth and
development pressures outside these protected areas, however, bring the long-term
survival of these populations under question.
Currently, the Initiative consists of over 20 local land trusts and national land
conservation organizations with offices in the region. The Northwest office of the Land
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Trust Alliance and hired consultants have been coordinating the group’s activities thus
far, but a leadership subgroup has been formed and a coordinator will be hired soon.
Additionally, a name that accurately reflects the geographic area under consideration will
likely be decided upon soon (currently, the fact that what participants in the United States
call the “Northern Rockies” are the “Southern Rockies” to Canadian partners is causing
some delay). The group meets at least twice yearly, and has been supported by the
Kendall Foundation, the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation, and the Wilburforce
Foundation. The Duke Foundation grant, the largest at $500,000, will “provide training,
technical assistance, and matching grants to boost collaborative land protection in the
region” (Land Trust Alliance, 2001a, p.1). The group has already carried out significant
mapping efforts, utilizing GIS, to provide greater geographic understanding of the region
to participants. In the future, it is likely that the cooperative effort will support
conservation planning and stewardship projects by the individual trusts.
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CHAPTER 4: WHY COLLABORATE?
Although a few difficult issues surfaced, the
primary sentiment expressed by interviewees in this
study was that the benefits of participation outweighed
the challenges and costs. Primarily, participants cited
access to additional funding, increased organizational
capacity, and greater learning and networking
opportunities as the main benefits of participation. An
increased coordination of efforts, additional land
protected, the creation of a regional voice and identity,
and the ability to work on a landscape scale were
appreciated as well (Table 4).

Benefits of collaboration
· Access to additional funding
· Increased organizational
capacity
· Greater learning and
networking opportunities
· Increased coordination of
efforts
· Additional land protected
· Creation of a regional voice
and identity
· Ability to work on a
landscape scale
Table 4: Benefits of Collaboration

ACCESS TO ADDITIONAL FUNDING
Participation in landscape level initiatives has increased access for land trusts to a
wide range of funding sources, including private foundations, government sources, and
private individuals. This increased access was named as a primary benefit of
participation by participants in all of the case studies investigated.
Joining together into a landscape-scale collaborative effort raises the profile of the
individual groups involved. By becoming part of a larger effort, they are able to
approach large foundations or agencies as a unit, initiating a dialogue that would have
been difficult or impossible to start on their own. As one Northern Rockies participant
explained, currently “singly, or even in pairs, we can’t attract the money that we need to
affect change in the larger area.” However, “by joining in, there is a little bit more
prestige, (we) can go to these national funders,” one Blufflands Alliance member
explained. As one participant remarked, a main function of the Michigan Dune Alliance
is to serve as “a vehicle for getting grants,” which has become possible because the group
has been able “to raise (the dunes’) profile beyond what it would normally be in terms of
getting the attention of the major funders.”
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The fact that collaborative efforts are currently a popular foundation focus area
has also helped attract revenue. A Dune Alliance participant commented that “we pulled
all of these needs into a larger and greater need which is more fundable, because basically
right now partner, partner, partner is what is being funded. We needed that partnership to
qualify.” In addition to partnerships, foundations are also currently interested in
ecosystem scale efforts. As one Northern Rockies member explained, “I think
foundations like to see that we are thinking beyond our little world and are incorporating
into a much larger picture.”
Participation has also increased access to state and county level funding. The Bay
Area Open Space Council has been particularly effective in this arena, having initiated
the Bay Area Conservancy Program, which helps administer a $55 million park and open
space protection bond. According to one participant, “the whole idea of the council is to
enhance the funding capabilities of land conservation organizations and agencies in the
Bay Area.” In addition to the bond funding, the Council has created, according to
another participant, “a whole grant program for stewardship programs, another source of
funding that I wouldn’t have been able to access otherwise. And then they started the
local initiatives in the different counties within the Bay Area, and that’s also resulted in
money.” Similarly, the North Quabbin Regional Landscape Partnership has been able to
attract public funding to its region. According to one participant, the Partnership “has
helped to...raise the importance of [the area] in the eyes of state agencies, so they have
been willing to invest in a fairly significant land preservation push.” Termed the “Tully
Initiative,” this state-sponsored program aims to protect thousands of acres of land via
conservation easements in the near future.
Finally, participation in the collaborative efforts has helped some participants
reach out to their individual members and donors. The regional focus provided by the
Michigan Dune Alliance has helped increase individual donor interest, as explained by
one participant:
The main benefit of the Dune Alliance is the acknowledged regional
focus, because we work in our counties with donors that think, well, are
you looking at the big picture? And we can say, yes, these sites are not
only important for our counties, they are important to the Dune Alliance,
to the Great Lakes ecoregion. That carries a lot more weight, and so we
are more apt to get the donor’s attention.
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Donors also appreciate the increased coordination between member groups that regional
efforts promote, as one North Quabbin participant explained:
Many of our members are members of other groups in the partnership, and
they contribute to several or all of the groups. There is a general sense
that they would rather see the organizations put their heads together and
pull together rather than compete.
Finally, donors appreciate that their dollars are stretched further by groups participating
in efforts such as the Blufflands Alliance, where every $3 they donate brings in a $1
match from the sponsoring foundation (up to a point). Members “love that their
membership money is leveraged by the grant,” one Blufflands group explained.
INCREASED ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY
Participation in regional initiatives has allowed many groups to increase their
organizational capacity, both by adding staff and by expanding into new project areas.
Many participants cited this benefit as a key rationale for participating in the larger effort.
In fact, one Blufflands Alliance member felt that the Alliance was, primarily, “a way to
increase capacity for the six organizations.” Membership in the Blufflands Alliance has
resulted in two groups hiring executive directors for the first time; organizations in the
Michigan Dune Alliance have also been able to add staff. In the project arena,
participants have been able to complete new planning projects, conduct additional
landowner outreach efforts, and develop new joint projects. Examples of joint projects
include the cooperative workshops held by Blufflands Alliance groups working on
opposite sides of the Mississippi River, and the joint land protection efforts carried out by
members of the North Quabbin Partnership. By increasing the possibility for partnering,
participation in the collaborative initiative has allowed each trust to accomplish more
than they could have alone.
Although these increases in capacity have largely come as a result of the
increased funding available, two other sources were mentioned as well. One Blufflands
Alliance member organization felt it had expanded its capacity due to the fact that, “if
you have any kind of desire as an organization at all, you want to try to bring your
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organization to the level of whatever the best organization in the Alliance is.” This peerto-peer inspiration has most likely helped other organizations improve and expand as
well. Second, another participant appreciated the accountability that participation in the
Blufflands Alliance provided. This participant explained, “you end up really helping one
another be accountable both to your own goals and objectives as an organization and also
to the mission of the Alliance.” These new sources of motivation and accountability can
help participants carry out the pressing task of land conservation.
Finally, although not recognized by participants of other efforts, members of the
Bay Area Open Space Council emphasized the benefits they have received, in terms of
external support, from the staff of the Council. The fact that the staff was “doing the stuff
we don’t have time to do” meant that participation in the Council increased their capacity
in the following ways:
·

access to technical expertise regarding model stewardship programs and model
conservation easement enforcement programs;

·

assistance staying up to date on conservation efforts in the region via advisories
sent out by staff;

·

access to informative maps and reports produced by Council staff;

·

finally, the “policy issues, the stewardship issues, the legislative issues being
addressed” by the staff brought “a whole other level of accomplishment” to
members of the Council, according to one participant.

Other coalitions, without dedicated staff, were unable to enjoy these benefits as of yet.
GREATER LEARNING AND NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES FOR
PARTICIPANTS
In addition to the workshops and presentations most groups host, invaluable
learning opportunities are created as participants meet and interact. These opportunities
have been especially valuable to newer directors. As one new participant explained, “my
first meeting, everything went way over my head. Now I actually know what everybody
is talking about! I have just learned so much. The opportunity has just been wonderful.”
A Bay Area Open Space Council participant also commented on how valuable it was “to
meet with all these folks with tremendous experience. I learn so much just by getting to
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know various people.” This sentiment was also expressed by more experienced staff
members; one veteran remarked that there was a “good learning curve for new and old.
I’ve been in the field nine years and still learn something every time we get together.”
One longer-term participant especially appreciated getting “input and response to projects
and ideas that come forward. It gives you that extra boost, [knowing] that you have been
through that initial review process. You know whether or not the [project] idea is good.”
Equally valuable has been the opportunity to network and build relationships.
Members of the Bay Area Open Space Council especially appreciated this aspect of
participation; one commented that one of the main benefits of participation was “the
actual, working relationships that get built up with the other groups.” Another
appreciated “being able to talk to one another in an informal setting, rather than having to
do everything by the phone and being separated by our various offices. Knowing the
person, seeing the face of the director...there is that personal connection.” The personal
connections created by regional efforts were also highly valued by some of the smaller,
more scattered organizations. As one Blufflands Alliance participant explained, “one of
the real values of the Blufflands Alliance is having a place for very small organizations to
get together so they weren’t so isolated.”
Connections with other participants were seen as especially valuable in groups
with government representatives involved. By and large, having government partners at
the table was seen as beneficial. One Bay Area Open Space Council participant
explained, “it is really important. We all partner with them in our acquisitions, so they
should be there at the table. You can’t do it without them.” Another Bay Area participant
expressed a keen interest in the Council’s role in “keeping the vitality going between the
government agencies and the nonprofit land trusts.” The North Quabbin Partnership, it
seems, has been able to successfully play a role in keeping this relationship strong. Land
trusts appreciated the government’s presence in the North Quabbin Partnership for two
reasons. First, government partners “bring a lot of resources with them, including access
to grant money, computer mapping, and mailing costs and labor.” Second, the presence
of agency representatives during project discussions meant that they could learn more
about Partnership projects, and thus could “be a better advocate” for them when the
projects came up for funding approval or review down the road. A Michigan Dune
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Alliance participant was also thankful for governmental presence as it related to funding
possibilities. She was “grateful that they are there, because they have insight into where
the money is going and what is going on. It’s been good having them involved.”
All in all, the learning and networking opportunities created by participation in
the larger-scale initiatives were highly valued by interviewees.
INCREASED COORDINATION OF EFFORTS
Participation in collaborative efforts has allowed member land trusts to coordinate
their land protection efforts. This can be seen most concretely through the dialogues that
have occurred regarding service areas. The Northern Rockies Initiative provided a “forum
for communicating about underserved areas,” according to one director, and allowed the
trusts to identify gaps in service as well as areas of overlap. Similarly, the efforts of the
Michigan Dune Alliance led to an identification of a lack of land trust activity along
certain portions of the Lake Michigan shoreline. One participant explained that “when
we looked at a map of Michigan we realized there were still big gaps, so together we
decided we could probably cover the gaps if we built more capacity.”
Regular communication has also educated participants about the work of
neighboring organizations. A participant in the North Quabbin Regional Landscape
Partnership explained, “the whole reason for creating a partnership is to facilitate
dialogue and cooperation among existing groups that are doing good work that can do
better work if they talk once in a while.” By getting together to “air concerns and
priorities and make sure everybody was aware of what we were doing, and vice versa,”
organizations are able to see how their work fits together, and make changes if needed.
Participants were also able to refer queries from landowners to other
organizations because, according to one participant, “you know about that other
organization and their mission because you met them at the partnership.” In addition to
these referrals, organizations can learn about, understand, and advocate for other people’s
projects, according to one North Quabbin participant. This benefits all participants in the
larger collaborative effort.
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ADDITIONAL LAND PROTECTED
As a result of participation in collaborative efforts, trusts have been able to “pool
resources and try to get more land protected,” according to one participant. Almost
12,000 acres of land have been protected either through acquisition or conservation
easement by members of the Blufflands Alliance since 1998. Funding from the Bay
Area Conservancy program has helped participating land trusts in the Open Space
Council protect land. The North Quabbin partnership was able to work together to
protect Tully Mountain and establish the Tully Mountain trail. This is a compelling
reason for groups to participate, as one member commented, “we participate because we
are interested in land conservation in this area...the idea is to protect land.”
CREATION OF A REGIONAL VOICE AND IDENTITY
One Bay Area Open Space Council participant explained that they decided to join
“really to contribute to the regional voice of the Open Space Council…we support the
cause of acquiring public open space, and the Council is out there moving that agenda
forward.” By providing a regional voice for land conservation in the Bay Area, the
Council was able to, according to another participant, increase “collective momentum of
all of us working together in support of legislation and area wide efforts.” Another Bay
Area participant expressed feelings that participation in the larger effort strengthened the
overall case for land preservation in the area, given the fact that participation created
“strength in numbers.” The Council’s efforts have resulted, among other things, in the
passage of the aforementioned $55 million park and open space bond.
On a related note, a North Quabbin participant felt that “the Partnership has
helped to establish an identity for the North Quabbin area.” This identity has helped to
raise the profile of the area in the eyes of the state Office of Environmental Affairs,
which has resulted in increased funding for the area, as described earlier.
Another benefit of becoming part of a regional group has been the shared
enthusiasm generated. Participants often expressed appreciation for the new energy
participation in the larger group provided. One participant in the Blufflands Alliance
expressed his gratitude for the “camaraderie” of his group; another appreciated the
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feeling of “pulling together for the common good.” A Northern Rockies participant
elaborated:
I think the process has been good for all of us, I really do. Again, building
relationships, and it’s been neat to work together. I think it’s exciting, the
momentum, when you get everyone together...to see what you are doing, how
it does all fit into a bigger scale. No matter what you are doing, no matter
what you call it, it gives you a lot more enthusiasm and positive feedback for
your work. You are really making a difference, and that’s been as good as
anything.
The enthusiasm generated by the group can then be carried back to each participating
trust and shared yet again, benefiting land conservation all around.
ABILITY TO WORK AT A LANDSCAPE SCALE
Participants in all five case studies expressed appreciation for the fact that
participation allowed them to work on a landscape scale. One participant in the North
Quabbin Regional Landscape Partnership joined because their organization was
“interested in a broader landscape scale vision for this area;” another was concerned
about working to “help preserve the regional context, the regional setting of our protected
properties.”
Similarly, the Bay Area Open Space Council allows groups in the region to begin
working across boundaries through their “landscape initiatives...larger open space
landscapes that cross different counties, with a number of different agencies and non
profits [involved].” These efforts have allowed the individual organizations involved to
coordinate their efforts for the benefit of a larger ecosystem.
This desire to work at a larger scale has extended beyond some of the
participating organizations to their members. According to one Blufflands participant,
A question I always get is, do you work in Minnesota too? And it’s great
to be able to say no, I don’t, but [the Alliance has] someone in Minnesota.
People love that. I think people who are interested in the environment
have learned a lot in recent years about the importance of landscapes, of
not thinking along political boundaries.
Other efforts identified specific ecological needs for their larger-scale efforts.
One Northern Rockies director was concerned about the area’s wildlife, and explained
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that “going from local to regional scale, we have to do that. We just have to, these
animals are moving up and down.” Participation in the Initiative has allowed her
organization to begin to act on a larger scale. Similarly, a participant in the Michigan
Dune Alliance commented that “in Michigan, we have great lakes, but we don’t have
many mountains. We do have the largest freshwater dune system in the world, which
needs special attention and special focus.” Participation in the Dune Alliance provides
that ecosystem-scale focus.
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CHAPTER 5: FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE
SUCCESS OF COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS
Once collaborative initiatives have formed, what
factors make them successful? Interviewees in the
case studies investigated identified the informal

Factors contributing to the
success of collaborative
efforts

· Informal structure of group
· Personalities
certain personalities, as key contributing factors.
· Shared sense of place
· Local origins
Other elements, such as a shared sense of place, the
· Favorable external
local origins of the group, a favorable external
environment
· Parity among participants
environment, parity among participants, and a long
· Long time frame for
time for operation were present and helping groups to
operation
succeed as well (Table 5).
Table 5: Factors contributing to
structure of their group, as well the presence of

INFORMAL STRUCTURE OF GROUP

the success of collaborative
efforts

On the whole, the current structure of most of the collaborative efforts was seen in
a positive light. Two key factors were raised as primary contributors to this success: the
retained autonomy of participating groups and the informality of the overall effort. One
Blufflands participant described the effort as made up of “six organizations [that] will
continue to want to be independent organizations, each of which has other focuses in
addition to the Blufflands and wants to keep those.” Fortunately, the Alliance is
structured to be able to accommodate these demands. The retained autonomy was
described by another Alliance member as “the strength, I think, of the Alliance. No one
is telling you how you have to do it. We have common goals, but nobody says you have
to do it this way.” This autonomy also applied to participants’ relationships with
government partners. This was appreciated by one participant greatly, who commented
that “I think the strength of the Blufflands Alliance is that right now it is all private and
we all work very closely with our governmental partners, so we certainly aren’t excluding
them, we just work with them individually.” Thus, a lack of formalized policies and
procedures, in some regards, was viewed in a positive light.
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The informal structure of many of the efforts was praised by other interviewees as
well. According to a North Quabbin participant, “I think the value of partnerships lies in
fact that they are somewhat informal, they are somewhat loose.” This was echoed by a
Dune Alliance member, who relished the savings of energy an informal structure
allowed: “what I like about the Dune Alliance is that is doesn’t have a formal structure.
We don’t waste our time talking about extraneous matters. There’s no bureaucracy to
breathe life into every couple of days.”
In addition to the above benefits, the informal nature of the groups also enhanced
participating trust’s relationship to governmental partners, when present, as seen in the
comments below.
·

“It has been very beneficial to have both the government and the nonprofit
partners involved because it is a more informal setting. It is really a chance for
committed individuals, regardless of where they work, to share techniques and
ideas and progress outside of the more official pathways.”

·

“By keeping it informal, folks from the agencies who participate, it’s not in any
official capacity, so we get away with a lot, because it’s informal. I think it’s
really to our benefit.”

·

“The informal context means that people aren’t speaking officially for their
agency even though they happen to work there. They didn’t have to clear their
position with their boss to make a comment about what they are doing, it’s more
informal, so it actually builds a working relationship.”

PERSONALITIES
Although the presence of certain personalities was also cited as a challenge,
participants often pointed to some personalities within their groups as key contributors to
the efforts’ overall success. One participant commented that their leader “has a good
style, he has a very low key approach, and people listen.” Another participant felt that
“you have to make sure, if it is an alliance, that someone doesn’t try to dominate and tell
others what to do. I think that’s a strength of...our coordinator, he is very much not that
way.” Even more emphatically, one group decided to join an effort in large part because
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of the leader. “Anything [the leader] does, or wants to do, we will say yes. If [the leader]
is in, we are in,” this participant explained.
Where coordination was handled by staff, kudos was extended in their direction
as well. “They are a tremendously talented staff!” one participant raved. Another
attributed the success of his effort to “our having an excellent staff, they have provided
real vision and leadership in the growth and development of the organization.” Last but
not least, other personalities in the room can contribute greatly to an effort’s success.
Having a certain State Secretary of Environmental Affairs involved in one effort was
repeatedly cited as a critical factor enhancing the group’s success.
SHARED SENSE OF PLACE
A critical element found to help natural resource based collaborative efforts
succeed involves developing a shared sense of place. If participants share a common
attachment to a landscape, and thus a common interest in it, they are more likely to come
together to discuss its future. As Wondolleck and Yaffee noted, “a sense of place can
help promote collaboration. In a number of successful collaborative processes, strong
identification with a geographic location, biophysical feature, or community or
neighborhood has provided the foundation on which the cooperative effort was built”
(Wondolleck and Yaffee, 2000, p. 73). A shared sense of place was noted in some group
efforts. One Dune Alliance participant explained that the “dunes are the signature
landscape of Michigan,” expressing a belief in their significance and importance. A
Blufflands Alliance participant admitted to being “in love with the river;” this kind of
attachment will no doubt help the Alliance succeed.
LOCAL ORIGINS
The case studies all have another successful element present: their local origins.
“People identify with a local concern and feel positively about it, unlike initiatives
imposed from elsewhere,” Wondolleck and Yaffee noted (2000, p. 75). One case study
these authors investigated was found to have “been successful in part because it is well
grounded in local institutions and staffed by local people” (Wondolleck and Yaffee,
2000, p. 75). None of the land trust collaborations investigated were created by a
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legislative mandate, for example; rather, they were formed out of a desire by the local
groups involved to come together and discuss working at a larger scale. “Primarily, it
was a result of [early participants’] minds thinking along the same lines,” one participant
explained. This fact should help them down the road.
FAVORABLE EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
Another element found to be a contributor to successful collaborations is a
favorable political/social climate (Griffith, 2001). Most of the organizations interviewed,
especially those in the Bay Area Open Space Council, expressed a sense of support from
their members and local communities, indicating a favorable external environment.
Similarly, a North Quabbin participant felt that their members were “definitely aware and
they strongly encourage” participation, and a Dune Alliance participant noted “broad
support among the membership.” Others, especially in the Northern Rockies Initiative,
were unsure about community reactions. This factor could prove critical to this group’s
future success.
PARITY AMONG PARTICIPANTS
Most case study participants evidenced a belief that their group exhibited parity
among the participants, another key factor to group success. Although focused on
negotiations, Gray advised that “taking steps to ensure that all stakeholders are relatively
equal players in the negotiations may also be necessary” (1989, p. 62); this advice no
doubt holds true in any cooperative effort. Fortunately, this did not seem to be a
problematic issue in any of the groups examined. Even in a group where one participant
was identified as being “more equal than the other equals,” the interviewee felt that the
potentially dominant organization “had a very low-key approach to it” and “was very
pleased” with how the overall effort functioned.
LONG TIME FRAME FOR OPERATION
Another critical factor present in some collaborations investigated was a long time
frame for operation. Why is this important? One, “reciprocity develops through
recurrent interactions” (Wondolleck and Yaffee, 2000, p. 66). Second, it takes time to
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develop trust. It was only over time that participants in one study “could test whether
their opponents were cooperating, and relationships could be established that could foster
cooperation” (Wondolleck and Yaffee, 2000, p. 67). The Blufflands Alliance and the
Bay Area Open Space Council are both around a decade old. This extended time frame
has given them time to develop trust in the process as well as the other participants;
members of both efforts frequently expressed appreciation for the “the actual, working
relationships that get built up with the other groups” through participation.
All in all, “partnerships succeed when...the results are likely to be better than any
partner could achieve alone” (Hocker, 1996b, p. 3). As local, grassroots land trusts, most
all of the interviewees would not be able to receive many of the benefits to participation-such as access to additional funding and the ability to work at a landscape scale--without
joining a larger, collaborative effort. As long as the benefits continue to accrue,
participants will work to ensure that the partnerships succeed.
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CHAPTER 6: CHALLENGES OF
COLLABORATION
Despite the numerous benefits of
participation discussed above, individual trusts were
frustrated by a number of challenges facing their
respective collaborative efforts. Finding resources
to keep the group afloat, such as time, funding, and
energy, as well as distributing them, was one area of
critical concern. Second, finding a successful
organizational structure for the effort, given the
diversity of organizations and people present, was
another important area of consideration. Third,
cementing a group vision, one that did not pull
participating organizations away from their original
missions, was also key (Table 6). (Again, it must be
noted that the order in which these findings are
presented does not reflect any hierarchy of
importance or frequency of discussion.)

Challenges of Collaboration
Resources
· Maintenance of group momentum
· Members’ difficulties finding time
· Negative reactions of members’
constituents
· Maintaining access to additional
funding
· Increased competition between
groups
· Delayed accomplishments
Organizational Structure
· Difficulty working with a diverse set
of organizations
· Duplication of efforts
· Creating an effective structure
· Personalities
Vision
· Lack of a shared vision
· Dilemma of mission drift
Table 6: Challenges of Collaboration

RESOURCES
Maintenance of group momentum
Concerns were raised repeatedly regarding maintenance of momentum. “The
momentum ebbs and flows a little bit depending on what’s going on...” commented one
North Quabbin participant. A Northern Rockies participant expressed a “worry about
momentum...you know, I haven’t really thought about it since the last meeting. You go
back and get into your world...I don’t even have time to think about it.” This detachment
makes it difficult for groups to get things done.
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The source of these difficulties can be traced, in part, to the problem of frequent
staff turnover. “Nonprofits are so transitional, at least half of the people showing up to
meetings are new, so you get a momentum going and then boom, an executive director
leaves” lamented one director. When this happens, relationships between organizations
must be established all over again, slowing the overall forward progress of the group.
Members’ difficulties finding time
The degree of difficulty noted regarding finding the time to participate varied
considerably from person to person. One Dune Alliance member felt it was the only
obstacle to his participation, commenting that “the only challenge, really, is taking time
out for really busy staff to spend a whole day traveling to and attending a three hour
meeting.” One Bay Area participant also felt that the time required was “the biggest
downside. If you want to participate fully in it, it takes a lot of staff time to go to all the
meetings. It’s a far drive and it pretty much kills the day.” As a result, this participant
noted, “we don’t attend meetings that often.”
However, another Bay Area Open Space Council member felt that participation
has “not required an enormous amount of time.” The “half day meeting once a month”
was also not viewed as a “huge time commitment” by another Bay Area participant, who
attended both the executive and general meetings. Similarly, a Blufflands participant,
who figured “we meet two days every quarter and then I spend a half day doing the
report” said it was really a “small percent” of staff time. Thus, this challenge seemed to
depend, primarily, on individual perception.
Negative reactions of members’ constituents
Fears of negative reactions from land trust constituents stemmed from two
primary sources: involvement with government partners and a potential association with
advocacy organizations working on similar issues. Fears of negative member reactions
caused hesitancy among some participants, impeding the progress of the larger group.
The challenges created by mixing public and private entities, especially in the
field of land conservation, are well known. As described by Jean Hocker, former
president of the Land Trust Alliance, “there is a small but increasingly vocal group of
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people who even question our constitutional right to protect land, who oppose land
conservation in the name of ‘preserving private property rights.’ They claim we are
‘locking up the land’ and cry ‘conspiracy’ whenever there is a partnership between a land
trust and a public agency” (Martens and Peterson, 1992, p. 5). These troubles were
echoed by one Blufflands participant, who felt that “there are certain benefits to having
only private partners...there are certain groups in our region that are very suspicious of
the government.” This problem was particularly acute for the Northern Rockies trusts,
where “the idea of being part of a larger effort scares some.” The “suspicious, cautious,
conservative” climate present in many of these trusts’ service areas means that
participation in a larger effort “is not going to be appealing to everybody, and it’s going
to be very unappealing to some.” Organizations working in areas where these interests
are vocal will have to continually strive to strike a balance, quieting fears of governmentled conspiracy while devoting significant attention to protecting land.
The concern over negative member reactions due to alignment with an advocacy
organization working in the same area was really only expressed by members of the
Northern Rockies Initiative. Specifically, this worry stemmed from the undefined
relationship between the Northern Rockies effort and another landscape-scale initiative
operating in the same geographic area, the Yellowstone-to-Yukon Conservation Initiative
(Y2Y). Y2Y is typically perceived as an advocacy organization, while land trusts have,
on the whole, made a concerted effort not to be involved in controversial issues. “We can
get in a lot of doors by not being an advocacy group,” explained one land trust employee.
“If we become one of those in the eyes of the public, then I might have to get an unlisted
number...right now everybody likes us.”
This hesitancy towards alignment with advocacy groups can be linked to the
negative reactions to Y2Y voiced by some land trust constituents. Private landowners in
Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming often hold firm beliefs in private property rights, leading
one interviewee to conclude that, in their area, “an individual landowner would probably
be threatened to find out he is part of a large wildlife corridor.” Another key
constituency, the ranching community, also has felt threatened by Y2Y, given its focus
on grizzly bears and wolves, potential predators of cattle and sheep.
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Some groups, however, have found ways around these two dilemmas.
Membership disapproval due to government participation has been minimized by the
Dune Alliance by keeping the government participants as “silent partners and sources of
information, not active land protection agencies.” As such, one participating trust noted
that:
I know there was a lot of sensitivity in our part of the world...but I
think...people know pretty well, we cooperate with government, but we
are certainly not influenced as an organization, they know that, so I don’t
think there is any concern whatsoever that we are involved.
Solving the dilemma of an association with an advocacy group has thus far been handled
on an individual basis. Although there was general acknowledgement that some of the
goals of the advocacy effort may overlap with the goals of the land trusts, it has also been
recognized that some may not. As such, each trust has decided how it will (or will not)
be related.
Maintaining access to additional funding
Although the access to increased funding was cited widely as a benefit to
participation, the challenge of maintaining these new levels of support was also
frequently discussed. One participant admitted that the “biggest challenge is always
going to be money.” Another acknowledged, “we need to find some other funding to
replace [the existing foundation] in the future.” This desire to find additional funding
was also expressed, surprisingly, by a participant in the Bay Area Open Space Council,
which is funded in good part by participants. According to this member, a “challenge for
the Council in the future, as its goals and programs grow, is whether its basic staff and
administration can continue to be supported by its membership.” Some concerns were
also raised regarding the support of individual donors. A participant in the Blufflands
Alliance felt there was “opposition that would revolve around the desire to focus our
efforts on other priorities,” and worried that individual donor support could wane as a
result. Similarly, a North Quabbin Regional Landscape Partnership member also noted
“there’s not universal support for our involvement in the partnership.” If donors feel
their contributions are being misdirected, it is unlikely they will continue their support.
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Increased competition between groups
Currently, geographic differences and thematic differences have made
competition between most participating groups minimal to non-existent. In the Northern
Rockies Initiative, however, concerns were expressed that competition “could be a
problem if real money shows up.” When future funding is distributed, according to one
director, it is “important that there is not a competitive feeling and some trusts don’t feel
left out.” Given the aforementioned foundation-based interest in collaboration, one of the
smaller trusts feared that smaller organizations would be enlisted as collaborators, but
funding would still go to the larger, more established trusts. Additionally, concerns were
raised over deciding who, in a multiple-trust effort, would get to hold the final easement
(and add acres to their total amount of land protected).
Delayed Accomplishments
Although the fundamental purpose of all participating organizations is to protect
land, some expressed frustration that their participation in the collaborative effort was not
necessarily augmenting this function. One participant noted that “people have given us
capacity to do plans, to do studies, to do inventory, to identify long term goals....I hope
that it ends up in acquiring property and getting property protected.” Many factors could
be creating this dilemma: perhaps more resources, such as time, energy, and funding, are
required to make additional land protection happen; perhaps the structure of the group is
hindering forward progress; or perhaps the group is not entirely clear on which properties
it is trying to protect.
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
As with any new organization, participants in new regional initiatives have
struggled to define how their group will operate and function. These dilemmas have
centered around four primary areas: the difficulty of working with the diversity of
organizations present, the fear of a duplication of efforts, the challenge of creating an
effective structure, and difficulties related to participating personalities.
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Difficulty working with a diverse set of organizations
A frequently mentioned challenge centered on working with the diversity of
organizations present. Although the networking and learning opportunities provided by
other members was frequently mentioned as a benefit, many groups struggled with the
fact that “we all kind of have different levels of experience.” One newer participant in
one effort worried, “people must think, my God, what are they asking?” According to a
Blufflands participant, the different backgrounds, thematic foci, and geographic areas of
interest also making working together “quite challenging for everybody.” Along similar
lines, one Dune Alliance participant explained that:
The main challenge for all of us is that we are coming from different
places. Some conservancies are fully staffed, and some are just getting on
their feet, so the discrepancies between resources and abilities between the
groups [is] something we all would need to be aware of.
Some efforts struggled less with the diversity of private organizations present and
focused instead of dealing with the challenges of government participation. Working
with government partners caused concern on two fronts: fears of negative reactions from
members, as described above, and a fear of a slower pace of accomplishment. Working
with public entities can slow group progress at times due to the red tape that often
accompanies government actions. According to one Bay Area participant, “working with
government agencies is a pain in the neck from start to finish. They are much more
bureaucratic, and are not as able to move as nimbly as a land trust.” Even more
distressing, “the money always comes with strings attached.” Thus, this participant felt
“there are always challenges with government entities.” However, a North Quabbin
participant, after lamenting the slow pace of government action, admitted that “in this
case they have been pushing quite hard to do a lot of projects quite rapidly...the Secretary
of Environmental Affairs has really pushed to have it done.” Thus, it is perhaps possible
to have government partners involved with minimal distressing consequences.
Duplication of effort
On the whole, very few other large-scale efforts were identified as potentially
duplicating the work of the collaborative case studies. Some participants, however, did
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identify this topic as a possible area of minor concern. In the Bay Area, one participant
noted some overlap with the Bay Area Business Council, which is focused on the issue of
sprawl. Another Open Space Council participant pondered that “there might be some
perceived overlap between the Council and the Land Trust Alliance,” but felt that the two
organizations were basically complementary.
Only a North Quabbin Partnership member noticed some overlap with more
ecologically-based initiatives, citing the state’s new watershed basin planning initiative as
an “overlapping effort.” However, this participant felt that, overall, the watershed level
efforts really “supplement our work.” Similarly, one Blufflands participant felt that, in
general, “there are far too many duplicative conservation organizations,” noting that “it’s
the most incredible fractionalization I have ever seen in my life.” Nevertheless, this
participant supported the Alliance wholeheartedly.
Creating an effective structure
Challenges regarding the structure of the group centered on two categories:
operating policies and procedures and issues concerning the group’s meetings. One
Blufflands participant, concerned over cost allocation procedures, commented that “I feel
like we should set some basic rules. You have to have oversight of yourselves. I’m not
for being bureaucratic but I am for fairness.” Another participant expressed similar
worries concerning “allowing there to be enough flexibility within the organization that it
is not a bureaucracy, but on the other hand enough structure so that we are able to count
on grant checks and allocation of funds and other things in a timely manner.” Policies
and procedures regarding funding distribution, perhaps, need to be clarified.
On a different note, a Bay Area Open Space Council participant expressed
concern over the lack of an established conflict resolution mechanism. When “talking of
controversy, there was another issue that came up,” and the way it was handled upset
some members. Fortunately, “in a friendly way, we are able to resolve these things,” but
no formal procedure was in place.
A third procedural concern was raised regarding the endorsement process of the
North Quabbin effort. The procedure for approving projects “is relatively new, and [the
group] is still working out the logistics,” according to one participant. When this
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participant brought a project before the group for review and approval, “it was not clear
what the process was, so when we asked for endorsement somebody said, well, is this
how we endorse it?” This caused frustration, and a desire for clarification of the group’s
policies and procedures.
Regarding meetings, the main concerns centered upon frequency and
chairmanship. “I think the Dune Alliance could meet less frequently, but still get a lot
done,” commented one participant. Other groups raised similar concerns, but their
comments centered more directly on individual meeting time length. Second, the
Blufflands Alliance meetings are often chaired by a participating member, which also
raised concerns. One participant remarked, “I do think there are times when it is awkward
to have a participant running the meetings.”
Personalities
When asked to identify the most significant challenge to working with their
collaborative effort, one participant remarked that “without a doubt, the biggest challenge
is working with those personalities.” This was echoed by another participant, who felt
that “part of it [the challenge of working together], as always when working with groups,
is personalities.”
A corollary to the above dilemma (of having certain personalities in the room) is
the challenge of not having certain personalities in the room. One participant identified a
“leadership void” in his effort, lamenting the fact that “no one was stepping up and
drawing group forward...the group has the potential to do some really dynamic stuff, but
they need someone with charisma to step up.” Another member of a different effort also
proclaimed, “I think it suffers from a lack of leadership.” On a broader scale, another
participant expressed frustration that “one of the challenges has been getting involvement
from some of the groups…some of the agencies haven’t recognized the benefits to them
of working with us.” Perhaps recruitment of new members and personalities could
resolve some of these difficulties.
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VISION
Even if the necessary resources are in place, little will be achieved by a
collaborative initiative without a clear direction and focus. Participants identified the
lack of a shared vision as a major challenge to the forward progress of some efforts.
Individual members also struggled with the dilemma of “mission drift.” Was participation
causing them to “drift” away from their original mission, pulling them away from their
central purpose and goals?
Lack of a shared vision
The maintenance of a clear group focus was cited by some as a major challenge.
This is not surprising given the diversity of organizations participating, as discussed
above. As an example, one member of the Dune Alliance felt “there has not been a 100%
consensus of what activities we should undertake.” This dilemma centered upon the
confusion over the ecological focus of the group. Was the Dune Alliance going to focus
on sand dunes? Or freshwater aquatic sites, as indicated by the first grant they received?
Similarly, the Northern Rockies group continues to define its objectives and
goals. Given the large number of potential projects and limited resources of the group,
one director felt strongly that “we have to set priorities,” perhaps using scientific or social
criteria (such as imminent development), to designate the most important projects.
However, another director felt that “if the goal is to get everyone to buy into a single
map and a single set of priorities, it’s not going to happen.” Given the “different mission,
priorities, land, landowners, and board of governors” of each trust, coming together to
define the most important projects in the region was felt to be a nearly impossible task.
One Blufflands participant identified the “lack of a shared vision, for either a
conservation vision for the blufflands or a shared vision of what the Alliance should be
doing” as the most significant challenge facing the group. It was explained that since
“we don’t share a vision, there isn’t really a way to prioritize projects.” This was felt to
be impeding the immediate progress of the group, in terms of distributing funding, as
well as stalling the long-term advancement of attracting additional funding. Another
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participant also felt that the group was somewhat stalled: “we have shifted from a focus
on getting the groups up and running to thinking okay, how do we get more sophisticated
and think about these big issues?”
Last but not least, participants in the North Quabbin effort also expressed concern
over the need to “find a common agenda that would make it worthwhile for everybody to
make the time to meet.” Despite the fact that a mission statement is in place, “agreeing
on priorities is a subject that takes energy,” one participant observed. This challenge has
yet to be fully resolved.
Dilemma of mission drift
Potentially even more challenging than defining a vision for the group is to then
stick with it. According to one Dune Alliance participant, the most significant challenge
facing the collaboration is “not changing our mission or our goals to qualify for money.”
This participant continued, “we started out concentrating on dunes and dune ecosystems.
When the money came forward that was aquatic,” the group had to ask if, by accepting it,
“were we changing our mission to qualify for money?” Another Dune Alliance
participant expressed the worry that the current sites the Alliance is focused on “don’t
have much to do with dunes.” This shift from the group’s original focus has two likely
sources: one, the initial target sites were not identified by the participating trusts, but
rather through The Nature Conservancy’s ecoregional planning process. (However, most
participating trusts felt that their common emphasis on natural area preservation meant
that “taking on TNC’s recommendations isn’t a problem.”) Second, the source of the new
focus on freshwater aquatic sites could perhaps be due to the fact that, as one participant
described, “if you are dependent on one funder, you are in the pocket of that funder, and
their mission has to become yours.” Perhaps the group will be able to return more
directly to its original focus as it diversifies its financial support over time.
In addition to the challenge of setting a vision and priorities as a group, each
participating trust must then make sure that this vision supports their individual missions
and goals. In the case of the Dune Alliance, “I think each organization has pretty much
asked itself, is this off mission for us, or does this really fit in with what we want to do
overall?” Participants in other efforts answered this question as follows:
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·

A North Quabbin participant commented that “our board and members would not
want to see us putting too much time and effort into a partnership that didn’t directly
further the mission of the organization, so we are always careful not to spend too
much time in administrative and support roles for things that aren’t furthering our
goals.”

·

One Northern Rockies trust also decided that individual missions come first: “we
would work on a project within [the collaboration] if, first of all, it fit our mission.”
Similarly, another trust concluded, “we’re not changing our mission, direction, or
focus. If ours overlaps with theirs, that’s fine.”

·

One Blufflands participant felt likewise, and commented, “frankly, we wouldn’t
belong if we had to change our mission.”
One obstacle discussed by La Piana in his investigation of strategic restructuring of

nonprofits centered on participants’ fear of losing control. “Mergers, consolidations, and
other forms of strategic restructuring can be perceived as threats to organizational and
individual autonomy,” he noted (La Piana, 1997, p. 10). “They require nonprofit leaders
to yield some of their autonomy, to make themselves vulnerable, and to open their
organizational cultures to outside influences” (La Piana, 1997, p.3). These fears have
been made manifest by participating organizations while discussing mission drift. Each
trust, understandably, holds tightly to their individual goals and aims. It is possible that
these fears are rooted in a fear of change. As Gray explains, “people resist change for
several reasons: they do not like the uncertainty associated with change; they feel
insecure or afraid of expected consequences of the change; they have an investment in the
status quo, or they do not understand or agree with the consequences of the proposed
changes” (Gray, 1989, p. 247). Although reasonable, these frames of mind could impede
the forward progress of the group.
Has the fear of mission drift led to non-participation? In some cases, yes; in most
cases, no. One Dune Alliance participant felt that their “situation is a little different than
some of the others,” and chose not to participate in this first early project phase. In a
second example, an original founding member of the Blufflands Alliance, the Wisconsinbased Philadelphia Community Farms, “felt that land protection was diluting its original
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mission” (Engstrom, 2000) and left the Alliance. Tensions also apparently rose when the
North Quabbin Regional Landscape Partnership dabbled in community development,
rather than land protection, but these issues have since been resolved.
Fortunately for most groups, the mission drift dilemma has not been a visible
problem. The Bay Area Open Space Council interviewees resoundingly proclaimed that
their participation supported their mission--“absolutely,” according to one member--and
that “drift” was a “non-issue.” Another commented, “I don’t feel like we have been
diluted in the least,” while another said that participation had in fact “enhanced our
ability to achieve our mission.” This sentiment was also expressed by a Blufflands
Alliance member, who felt that participation was “flatly in the complimentary area,” and
in fact was “critical” to advancing the goals of that particular organization.
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CHAPTER 7: POTENTIAL FUTURE CHANGES
Despite the overall success of the collaborative

Potential Future Changes

initiatives investigated, both in terms of functioning as
a group and in terms of completing projects and tasks,

· Locating additional funding

there is always room for improvement. Interviewees

· Creating new, more formal

were asked to envision their efforts five years down the

structures

road, and discuss what structural and programmatic

· Clarifying shared vision

changes they would like to see. Although participants

· Increasing land conservation

were not directly asked to offer suggestions as to ways

· Adding new members

around the challenges discussed in Chapter Six, the

· Expanding project types

location of additional funding, an increased structural

· Expanding scale of activities

formality, and a clarification of a shared vision do
addresses concerns over resources, structure, and
vision, respectively. Additionally, increased land

Table 7: Potential Future Changes

conservation, adding new members, an expansion of
project types, and an expansion of the scale of activities
were also cited as possible areas for improvement
(Table 7).
Locating additional funding
Given the challenge of scarce resources discussed above, the desire to locate
additional funding was frequently mentioned as a critical future project for the group
efforts. Primarily, this desire centered upon the need to progress from donated interests
in land to having the ability to purchase key easements and properties. One Dune
Alliance participant was primarily “interested in ways to fund the purchase of
conservation easements.” Another hoped for “sheer capital for making acquisitions
happen.” A Blufflands member had a specific geographic target area in mind, hoping to
“try to attract funding to allow us to branch inwards from the Blufflands region along
priority areas on tributaries and streams going in to the Mississippi.”
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The only source for this type of funding mentioned was the federal government.
“It would be nice to build capacity to the point that we could really address things like the
farm bill to bring federal funding to the Blufflands,” one participant remarked. A Bay
Area Open Space Council participant had another target source in mind, commenting that
“we need to fully fund the Land and Water Conservation Fund, that should be
everybody’s mission regardless of who they are.”
Creating new, more formal structures
Given the pros and cons of the current structural setup of many of the groups, the
question was raised whether or not participants thought creating new, more formal
structures would perhaps ease some of the dilemmas discussed. Responses varied from
contingent support to disapproval.
The desire to add new, more formal structures was primarily contingent on the
receipt and dispersal of increased future funding:
·

“I recognize that if we are going to be going for federal dollars for acquisition, or
million dollar endowments, we are going to have to formalize,” one Dune Alliance
participant admitted. Another commented, “if there is money to be dispersed, and it
comes from a big pot, and its not already designated, so that is needs to be divided,
that’s where you would need a little structure.”

·

A Blufflands Alliance member also mused that “maybe we could get a little more
formalized as we find other funding sources, that would be great.”
Additional desires to formalize centered upon the idea of hiring partnership staff.

One Blufflands participant felt that staff additions could work on “things we have never
been truly successful at but that we would all like to do,” like bringing in federal funding.
Additionally, hiring staff could help with the challenge of maintaining momentum.
According to another Blufflands participant, “I think it’s helpful to have a coordinator. If
you have somebody devoted to it, they can do more for the partnership, so I think the
partnership would operate more effectively with the right coordinator.”
Another potential area for increased formality could be conflict resolution.
According to Griffith, “the elements of successful collaboration include...an effective
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problem solving method” (Griffith, 2001, p. 1). She talked about one effort she studied,
in which the “partners have learned that while informal pathways can be used to identify
problems, referral to a more formal forum for resolution is desirable” (Griffith, 2001, p.
40). It was not clear if any of the groups had conflict resolution procedures in place. This
is most likely due to the fact that the groups are functioning well, and it doesn’t seem
necessary. Group harmony doesn’t last forever, however, so perhaps sooner rather than
later would be a good time to put such a procedure in place. As Gray notes, “conveners
and negotiators frequently underestimate the critical role of process in ensuring
successful collaboration...process issues must be discussed openly, and agreements
should be sought on how the group will conduct itself” (Gray, 1989, p. 265).
Finally, other successful groups have been sure to include time and space for
feedback and self evaluation (Griffith, 2001b). Asking the group to evaluate its
performance can help members see areas that need new emphasis or change, leading to
greater overall success.
Prior to any alterations of group structure, however, certain hurdles will have to
be overcome. One participant worried, “I think if you try to make it more formal you
make it more bureaucratic.” In addition to slowing the pace of the effort, adding
formality raised the fear that a new, potential competitor could be created. “If the
partnership was established too formally, for instance if it had a formal budget or a staff
member, or if it was incorporated as a nonprofit organization,” one participant worried
that “it would then, in effect, be competing with the groups that formed it.” The idea of
formalizing one collaborative effort as a new 501c3 nonprofit organization was definitely
not met with universal support; one participant commented that it should happen “only if
absolutely necessary.”
Clarifying shared vision
Dennis, in her chapter in Endicott (1993), suggested that “land conservation
systems with limited funding need to be proactive rather than reactive to crises.
Organizations must articulate general land protection goals and then demonstrate how
acquisition of particular parcels will contribute to those goals” (Dennis, 1993, p. 188).
While not all of the case studies examined focused directly on acquisition, the general
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concept still applies. What subjects, topics, or areas within their larger regions are
priorities for the group? A few interviewees expressed a desire to set such priorities, but
recognized the difficulty of making these choices. “I think the consensus is that we have
to put some priorities on. I think that’s our next step, but it’s going to be the hardest,
because everyone’s got different priorities,” commented one Northern Rockies
participant. Nevertheless, another Northern Rockies member felt “we have to set
priorities. Like any land trust work, you can’t do it all.” One Blufflands interviewee felt
that becoming more proactive could be quite powerful:
Since it is so hard to actually work collaboratively, sometimes it is enough
to say, well, we share some funding, and we can learn from each other,
and that is enough; we don’t need to have more of a shared vision. I
actually think it is more powerful to think of where we could be, and tap
into more funding in the long run, by saying “this is what we are about,
our goal is to___.”
Increasing land conservation
Building on the challenge of delayed accomplishments discussed above, the goal
of preserving more land in the future was mentioned by some participants. “Obviously
we all want to conserve more land together as a group,” one Blufflands participant
commented, when asked what changes they would like to see made down the road.
Another Blufflands member agreed that “first we want to finish the identification of
priority landscapes and then go about protecting those priority landscapes.” Similarly, a
Dune Alliance interviewee commented, “I would like to see all the groups in the Dune
Alliance completing transactions on coastal properties.” Perhaps once the initial issues of
structuring the group, building capacity, and locating funding are resolved, additional
land conservation will take place.
Adding new members
The “inclusion of all affected stakeholders” (Gray, 1989, p. 261) has been cited as
an important element of successful collaborations by both the literature and participants
alike. As such, the case study efforts, down the road, may find a need to reassess their
composition, and perhaps will decide to add new members. What “personalities” are
missing? For instance, will the groups without government participants find they need
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them eventually? Will the absence of larger land conservation organizations, such as The
Nature Conservancy, create overlapping, competitive programs down the road? Will
small, all-volunteer land trusts within the collaborations’ boundaries that are not included
be left behind? Will a lack of citizen participation create fears of conspiracy theories?
While these are all perhaps extreme scenarios, it may be a good idea for groups to
periodically reassess their composition to ensure that it adequately represents the variety
of stakeholders concerned.
Expanding project types
Ideas for other project areas the collaborative efforts could begin to take on fell
into two primary categories: land protection needs and outreach efforts. In the land
protection arena, hopes were expressed that work would continue on the creation of both
a collective easement defense fund and a region-wide stewardship fund. Additionally,
one participant expressed a desire to see GIS mapping services extended to countyspecific projects, and another hoped to see “true conservation planning for this particular
area.” A final desire, discussed previously, was to have “money enough, without too
many strings, to enable us to purchase development rights.”
A wide range of outreach needs was discussed.
·

One participant felt landowner education was critical: “I would like to see a lot
more landowner education, to have consistent education pieces that all of the land
trusts would share. I would really like to see a completion of some concerted
effort to really reach out.”

·

Another interviewee targeted government participants for additional outreach,
lamenting that his effort hasn’t “done much work recently with the open space
districts and the county and city parks departments, they have been focusing on
the land trust side…so I would like to see more of a balance between those two.”

·

Third, another member thought her group should continue its efforts “to increase
the diversity of the environmental community, bringing up interns from various
backgrounds that are going to be available to all of us.”

·

This same participant also hoped to increase contact with the business
community, commenting that “what I would like to see happen is some kind of
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partnership with them [the business council], where we actually get business and
corporate members.”
·

A Northern Rockies participant thought, “one of the things that I really think
should be addressed, because it’s a real issue, is media policy among the land
trusts.”

·

Finally, other intriguing ideas included creating “some sort of incubator fund and
process for people who want to start for-profit companies in the conservation
field” and “creating smaller teams to work on special projects and interests, such
as coping with growth and development in ski resort areas.”

Although all of these ideas are valuable, they will need to be balanced with sentiments
such as those expressed by the following group member: “I think it’s the right size and
scope right now…[the larger group] shouldn’t get too far into trying to do projects and
other more focused activities, it should leave those to all the other groups.” Where does
the work of the individual trusts end, and the work of the larger group begin?
Expanding scale of activities
In addition to protecting more land, groups expressed a desire to conserve land
across a broader scale. As discussed previously, interest was noted among Blufflands
participants to begin working along tributaries of the Mississippi; similarly, a Dune
Alliance participant expressed interest “in seeing what strategies emerge for protecting
adjacent lands and buffer lands” to previously protected properties. One North Quabbin
member thought “there is some interest in connecting the bands of protected lands up into
New Hampshire and eventually connecting with Mt. Monadnock.” This goal was
supported by another North Quabbin participant, who hoped “there will be some
collaboration [with groups in New Hampshire], because we are trying to work at the
landscape scale, as these corridors continue to get built, it’s the same ecological region.”
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS
and RECOMMENDATIONS
In addition to addressing the questions posed at the beginning of this study, this
section discusses three unexpected results. Additionally, general conclusions are drawn
as to the structure and function of landscape-scale collaborative initiatives.
Recommendations for group capacity building, as well as for individual land trusts
considering participation in landscape-scale conservation initiatives, follow.
CONCLUSIONS
Summary of findings
At the outset, this study posed the following questions:
·

Why are land trusts joining together to create large-scale, regional initiatives?

·

What challenges are they facing in these efforts?

·

Do the benefits of working regionally outweigh the costs?

·

Which structural elements of each cooperative effort would participants keep in
the future, and which would they change?
All in all, the primary sentiment expressed by participants was that the benefits of

participation in landscape scale collaborative initiatives outweighed the challenges and
costs. The access to additional funding, the learning and networking opportunities
created, and the resulting increased organizational capacity were unanimously praised by
participants, as described in Chapter Four. The support for current work that
participation provided was widely appreciated, as was the large-scale context in which to
place this existing work.
These benefits provided the primary rationale for participation for the individual
land trusts. Also evident, however, were hints at the persuasive influence of foundations.
By encouraging grantees to “partner partner partner,” according to one participant,
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foundations are giving clear signals regarding the types of efforts that are likely to receive
funding, thereby encouraging cooperative efforts to form. Second, the growing
awareness of the fields of landscape ecology and conservation biology was also evident
as a rationale for participation. Participants expressed an interest in taking a larger, more
integrated ecological view in their preservation efforts; for example, one participant
expressed a hope that joining the collaborative initiative would “help preserve the
regional context, the regional setting of our protected properties.” Communication with
neighboring groups might allow exactly that.
In contrast to the widespread praise for the benefits received, most challenges
were raised either by few participants or simply as areas for discussion and improvement.
Only one organization was concerned enough over a challenge--the perceived lack of a
shared vision--that it questioned the value of its participation. However, it was not
considering dropping out of the group any time soon. Although concerns over the time,
energy, and money needed to keep these efforts afloat were more widespread, this is
expected with any new or additional venture, especially among non-profit organizations.
Structurally, the informal nature of many of the groups was appreciated, as was
the presence of talented and motivated individuals. Although emphasized less often, a
shared sense of place, the local origins of the group, a positive external environment,
sense of equality between participants, and a long time frame for operation also were
found to contribute to the success of the collaborative efforts. Nevertheless, suggestions
for change were made, primarily focused on areas where more formal structures could be
beneficial, as well as regarding the need to locate additional sources of funding. Many
areas for potential expansion were also noted, from increased outreach efforts to
extending the ecological scale of activities. In total, groups are functioning well, with
primarily only minor areas of improvement suggested.
All in all, the fact that the benefits of participation outweighed the costs means
that, despite their local, grassroots origins, joining together to form landscape-scale
initiatives is a rational, beneficial decision for nonprofit land trusts.
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Unexpected results
Three unexpected results surfaced from this investigation:
·

The minimal discussion of threats of development and/or the need for land
conservation as primary rationales for participation;

·

The low amount of concern shown by participants over issues of turf;

·

The successful mixing of public and private entities.
In very simple terms, many land trusts were formed to “save land from sprawl.”

If a stereotypical land trust could be said to exist, it was formed when local citizens,
concerned by the land use changes occurring around them, organized a land conservation
organization to protect special places from inappropriate development. As such, one
would think that larger land trust collaborations would form for similar fundamental
reasons. However, when asked, “why did your group join the collaborative effort?,” very
few organizations directly responded, “to save land.” Although many did mention land
preservation directly at some point later in the interview, the immediate answers focused
more often on indirect benefits, such as learning and networking. Indeed, land
preservation was cited as a benefit, challenge, and area for future change; it was not,
however, given as an immediate rationale for participation.
These results present an interesting contrast to responses given in Labich’s study
of land conservation partnerships in Massachusetts. Labich found “the top four
foundations for the case studies’ landscape planning partnerships formation in the mid-tolate 1990’s were: one, development/sprawl had become the number one environmental
problem...” (Labich, 1999, p. 114). Why didn’t the interviewees in this study mention the
threats they were facing, or their bottom-line interest (saving land) right away?
Obviously they are aware of and addressing both issues, but did not focus their comments
in these areas.
Although intriguing, this result is most likely due to the methodology employed.
By expressing familiarity with the work of land trusts, the interviewer perhaps
encouraged participants to bypass the fundamental issues and discuss more secondary
topics. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to know what threats these groups feel they
are confronting. What do they think would happen if they were not in existence? What
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negative consequences would result? Does the scale of the solution match the scale of the
problem?
Second, it was interesting to note how few participants mentioned confronting
issues of territory, or “turf.” All of the case studies have potentially overlapping (if not
actually overlapping) trusts, but only two mentioned confronting issues of geographic
turf. In both cases, participation in the larger collaborative effort has helped resolve these
difficulties. In one effort, directors of overlapping trusts were able to meet and agree
upon mutually exclusive service areas. Perhaps dealing in a concrete commodity such as
land makes these issues cleaner to resolve; lines can be drawn on a map clarifying exactly
who is going to work where. Directors in another effort, where such lines had yet to be
drawn, expressed optimism that participation in the collaborative effort would help
resolve these dilemmas. Operating under the watchful eyes of outside interests, such as
sponsoring foundations, can help create internal unity, as one participant explained: “the
group will help with any competition, because there is someone from the outside saying
‘work together.’”
Even if lines are drawn, potential for conflict still exists. Participants may have to
decide, for instance, which organization is going to work on that exciting project right on
the border between two trusts’ service areas. Again, cooperative sentiments were
frequently expressed. “We haven’t run into any turf problems,” one Bay Area director
explained. “Where there is overlap, we tend to be fairly collegial and consult with our
overlapping groups, and I’ve found everyone tries to take the approach of being really
cooperative.” Checking in with the fundamental mission of each participating
organization--seeing land conserved--seems to help issues of turf diminish in importance.
A North Quabbin participant explained their approach to issues of turf in the following
way:
There are always issues and things talk about, but the idea is to protect land, so
let’s figure out how to make the process fit the best. The politics are irrelevant
when you want to protect the land, so you put those things aside. If the landowner
is going to work best with “x” organization, then do that, and if they are going to
work best with “y,” then do that.
Additionally, the amount of land that could potentially be conserved far outstrips
any single group’s capacity. As one participant explained, “there is more than enough
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land conservation to go around, you couldn’t do it all if you wanted to.” Another
commented, “there is probably 10, 50 times the work that needs to be done than there are
the people and resources available to do it…we haven’t been in conflict over that, we
refer people and projects back and forth.”
Another area of potential competition concerns the distribution of money, as
noted in Chapter Six: Challenges of Participation. How will trusts deal with the
potentially unequal distribution of financial resources? When asked if they would
continue to participate if no funding ever reached their group, participants responded as
follows:
·

“This concept is of interest to our land trust, and if we don’t get dollars that’s fine.
Maybe another land trust nearby will get it, the point is that it’s being conserved.”

·

“If we don’t get any money that’s fine, we’ll be happy that it went to the next
trust...there’s still conservation in our region. Our animals might get over there
someday.”

·

“If you really altruistically start to think about it, it doesn’t matter where ultimately
the land gets saved. I don’t really care as long as the land gets saved.”

Given the spirit of cooperation expressed above, it seems unlikely that competition
between groups could ever get too out of hand.
The third interesting results topic centered upon the absence of certain dilemmas
often raised regarding working with public partners. For one, the case studies with
government partners involved seem to have, thus far, avoided dilemmas centered upon
power differentials. Other reviews of collaborative efforts have “identified the power
differential between government and not-for-profit organizations as the heart of the
difficulty. Because not-for-profits are more dependent upon government than
government is upon them, conflict is inevitable” (Griffith, 2001, p. 30). None of the case
study participants interviewed expressed feelings of dependence; a fortunate balance
seems to have been found.
Along similar lines, catastrophe has struck other efforts due to a public-private
culture clash. As Gray notes, “blending the cultures of public and private sector
institutions in public-private partnerships has also been an obstacle to successful
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implementation” (Gray, 1989, p. 93). One could speculate that this has been avoided due
to the fact that the efforts investigated are all primarily land-trust led. The pace, tone, and
structure--potential “clash” points--more closely resemble the needs of the private sector,
and thus this issue was not raised. This could, however, be upsetting the public sector
participants involved, but those issues were not investigated by this study.
Finally, other public-private partnerships have had to deal with nonprofit partners’
fears that the presence of government members will dilute their ability to fundraise. As
Myers explains, “some members of private groups have feared that accepting public
funds would adversely affect an organization’s ability to raise money privately because
donors would think that their funds were no longer needed” (Myers, 1993, p. 291).
Neither the groups in Myers’ study or groups interviewed here expressed this fear, but it
could become an issue in the future.
Lessons learned regarding landscape-scale collaborative initiatives
As these initial, early efforts continue to find their way, other regional initiatives
may be forming in other areas of the country. What lessons can be learned from these
pioneers?
Structurally, a careful balance must be found. An informal organizational
structure encourages networking and candor, especially when government participants
are involved, but when accountability is required (when funding is distributed, for
instance), a more formal structure is desirable. Having some ground rules and guidelines
established from the start also helps in the event of a conflict, as a mechanism for its
resolution will be in place. Periodic self-evaluation is also beneficial.
The size of the group can vary enormously according to the desires of
participants, from the six land trusts of the Blufflands Alliance to the 150+ organizations
of the Bay Area Open Space Council. However, as group size increases, individual
participation can begin to decrease. More than one Bay Area interviewee was not entirely
clear on what the organization was currently doing, and had missed recent meetings. It is
much harder to have an absence go unnoticed in a smaller group. The possibility exists
that the presence of staff in the larger efforts may give participants a sense of freedom
from individual responsibility for the progress of the group. One Bay Area participant
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commented that he doesn’t “spend a lot of time thinking about the future of the council.”
He later commended the staff on their “vision and leadership;” although these two
comments were not explicitly linked, the possibility that they are raises interesting issues
in terms of the long-term viability of the group. If members don’t take ownership or feel
involved, will they stick around?
The composition of the group also can vary. For one, should government partners
be involved? Although the support expressed for government involvement was surprising
in general, the three case studies with government participants all seem to have figured
out how to maximize the benefits and minimize the challenges, either by keeping the
structure informal or by having government participants present as information sources
only. Neither the Blufflands Alliance or the Northern Rockies Initiative, both multi-state
efforts, had government partners involved; most likely the group size would get too
unwieldy. Government participation also seemed to increase with proximity to urban
areas, with the Bay Area Council highest in participation and the Northern Rockies group
lowest.
Group composition can also vary regarding land trust participants. Should the
group consist of only older, more established trusts, or include newer trusts as well?
Although all of the case study efforts embraced organizations in all phases of institutional
development, this diversity did present challenges. In the case of the Blufflands Alliance,
keeping some of the larger organizations (who may be less interested in educational
benefits and could be there out of a sense of obligation or responsibility) involved
required significant financial incentives. One potential Dune Alliance member decided to
only peripherally participate until additional funding, for projects of interest to them,
became available. Older groups who did participate fully, on the other hand, seemed to
buy in to the theory that the most important thing to do right away was to “raise all
boats,” i.e. to build the capacity of all the organizations in the region first, and then to go
after the larger dollars. This seems to be the best approach for building strong, long-term
conservation capacity in the region as a whole.
In terms of projects, new groups could emphasize land protection and outreach;
land protection being the ultimate goal of participating organizations and outreach a
critical component of a successful land protection program. Some groups may need to
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focus more on creating a supportive political and social environment for both land
protection and collaboration, while others may simply need to reach potential land
donors. In the first case, emphasizing the local origins of the efforts may help, as could
the development and communication of a common “sense of place.” Why does each
landscape matter to the people in the region? What makes it unique? Additionally, what
makes each group’s focus unique? Why can’t national sprawl groups address the issues
participants are addressing? What unique challenges require a Mississippi Blufflands
Alliance, and a Michigan Dune Alliance, to form?
Second, why does the work need to be done collaboratively? Examining the
interdependence of the groups involved may help answer that question. According to
Griffith, “some problems simply cannot be solved by one organization alone. The more
complex the problem and the more the problem domain is marked by uncertainty and
interdependence, the more likely it is that a collaborative solution may offer the best
chance of a successful solution” (Griffith, 2001, p. 14). Along similar lines, Gray notes,
“an important ingredient of collaboration is interdependence among the stakeholders.
Initially, the extent of interdependence may not be fully appreciated by all the parties”
(Gray, 1989, p. 11). If participating trusts line up their service areas, and no overlaps or
gaps exist, it could seem like the problem of land conservation in the region could be
solved by each group acting independently. For instance, some interviewees admitted that
projects that they listed as activities done under the banner of their collaborative effort
would have been done independently anyhow. Where, then, does interdependence lie?
Will these groups hold together over time?
Finally, groups should consider a focus on achieving larger-scale land protection.
One method of providing direction for landscape-scale conservation work is to create a
conservation plan. Only one region-wide, proactive conservation plan was obtained from
case study participants, although initial elements were occasionally in place in others. If
a conservation plan can be put together through a resource inventory and needs
assessment, perhaps using a Geographic Information System (GIS), followed by a criteria
selection and prioritization process, many groups are headed in the right direction. For
instance, the Northern Rockies Initiative has begun mapping the region using GIS. The
Blufflands Alliance has produced collaborative work plans and reports, and the Michigan
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Dune Alliance has selected 14 priority sites. However, only the Bay Area Open Space
Council appears to have put all of the pieces together. The “Regional Needs Briefing
Book,” prepared by the Council in 1999, outlines protected lands, proposed trails, and
areas for increased acquisition/protection efforts across the nine county region (Bay Area
Open Space Council, 1999a). Without such a plan, can integrated, landscape-scale
conservation still result? Will overall ecosystem structure and function of the Michigan
Dunes, or the Northern Rockies, be maintained? Perhaps the individual land
conservation efforts of the trusts involved will cumulatively sum to this result, but it
seems as though additional coordination and planning would make this result more likely.
Finally, other successful efforts have taken time to learn from each other.
According to Wondolleck and Yaffee, success “simply takes seeking ideas, advice, or
models from others who have confronted and grappled with a similar issue or situation”
(Wondolleck and Yaffee, 2000, p. 202). Perhaps a representative from the Blufflands
Alliance could come to a Northern Rockies meeting, for instance, and offer ideas from
their experience to help the newer group progress.
Given the wealth of knowledge that exists in participants of these current efforts,
new groups should have ample resources to get started. If and when more landscape
scale collaborative initiatives form, it will be interesting to see how these groups interact.
Will relationships be primarily competitive, as limited financial resources are commonly
sought? Or will even larger-scale conservation result?
RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations for group capacity building
As described earlier, foundations and the Land Trust Alliance have been sources
of encouragement and support for collaborative efforts. What could these organizations
do to help get a new regional collaborative effort off the ground? What types of
assistance might be beneficial to keep group efforts afloat and achieving on-the-ground
results?
Great potential exists for the formation of additional landscape-scale collaborative
efforts, from the temperate rainforest ecosystem of the Pacific Northwest, to the Hill
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Country of Texas, to the barrier islands of the Southeast coast, just to name a few. Prior
to launching an initiative, however, the focal ecosystem must be identified. The
boundaries of the ecosystem may be known intuitively, or may readily available through
a large-scale conservation mapping project such as The Nature Conservancy’s
ecoregional planning process. If not, a critical first step may be to support a general
ecological and cartographical inquiry into the landscape under question.
Second, a potential instigator (or small, core group of instigators) for the new
group effort must be located. These people might be from a Land Trust Alliance regional
office, a land trust, a related outside organization (including government agencies), or
from an interested foundation. Once these conveners are identified, support for a
gathering of all the land trusts operating in the identified ecosystem would be beneficial.
Provision of meeting space, a designated facilitator, and reimbursement for travel
expenses will encourage initial participation.
If interest is expressed among the land trusts present, a commitment to continue
funding the effort over multiple years would be ideal. Building successful collaborative
efforts takes time; it is unlikely the necessary relationships will form and trust will be
established with a one-shot deal. If sufficient financial support is not readily available
from a single foundation, assistance in locating additional resources will help keep the
group afloat.
Subsequently, the group will need to begin to identify how it will function. What
general operating format will it utilize to make decisions? Who should participate? How
will lines of communication be established and maintained? Assistance in establishing an
operating structure could come from two key sources. Early on, it might be helpful to
bring in representatives from established efforts to describe how their group operates.
What kinds of questions did the Blufflands Alliance, or the Bay Area Open Space
Council, confront in their first year, and how did they answer them? Second, financial
support for a coordinator, who could take the lead in helping the group navigate the
process of institutionalizing, could be beneficial. (This addition would, of course, require
the backing of the groups involved.) Having a coordinator could also help ease the
dilemma of the limited time commitments possible on the part of participants (who all
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have full time jobs already), as well as difficulties surrounding the maintenance of
momentum. A designated taskmaster can do wonders for group progress.
Once a basic structure is in place, resources to carry out a conservation planning
process, on a group scale, would be beneficial. What important areas will the group
focus on for conservation? As it is impossible to ‘do everything at once,’ which
resources will be targeted for preservation at the outset, and which may have to wait? A
large-scale planning process may be difficult to carry out if individual participants have
not carried out strategic planning or conservation planning processes internally; funding
for these efforts could be beneficial as well.
Finally, financial assistance will be required to produce tangible results. Land
conservation in any shape or form (donated or purchased conservation easements or
properties held in fee simple ownership, for instance) costs money, both for initial project
costs and for long-term stewardship. Education, landowner outreach, and establishing a
revolving loan fund or collective easement defense pool all require financial resources as
well.
Recommendations for individual land trusts
If an individual land trust was thinking about participating in a landscape scale
collaborative initiative, new or old, what issues and concerns might they want to think
about before joining?
1. Benefits received. What benefits will participation bring to my organization? Is there
potential to access new sources of funding? Some of the more established groups with
multi-year foundation funding may have already allocated money for the next few years;
would it make more sense to wait a year to participate? Will there be opportunities for
learning and networking? What are my goals in participating?
2. Relation to current mission. Does it make sense for my organization to think about
working at a landscape scale? Do my service area and thematic focus fit in with those of
the larger effort? Will participation cause “mission drift?” An organization dedicated to
providing public access to recreational trails, for instance, may want to consider the logic
of becoming involved in an effort focused on wildlife corridors.
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3. Reactions. How will my constituents react? Will potential negative publicity be
minor compared to the benefits I will receive? Or could working regionally be something
of great interest to my members and community?
4. Group relations. How will I deal with the diversity of organizations present? Am I
willing to be a “teacher,” if my organization is more established than others in the
partnership? Am I willing to take on a leadership role, if the need exists?
5. Resources. Do I have the time to participate? Do I have another staff member who
could go? What will it cost to join, or to travel to the meetings? If these resources are not
readily available to me, will participation allow me to increase my organizational
capacity rapidly so that they are?
6. Internal capacity. All in all, most of these concerns revolve around questions of
internal capacity. Is my organization ready to participate? Are we meeting our current
obligations, in terms of land protection and stewardship, before we take on additional
projects? Or will participation in the larger group effort help us meet those needs?
Second, can we take advantage of the services the group offers? If they are creating a
GIS database, for instance, do we have a computer system on which to view or
manipulate the layers? Finally, do we have a strategic plan in place, so we can see if
participation meshes with our current goals?
Often, decisions are made by looking at what others in similar situations have
done. Overall, current land trust participants expressed positive feelings about their
decision to participate in larger-scale collaborative initiatives. Statements such as “the
benefits far outweigh the costs,” and that “I would do anything for my counterparts”
indicate the strength of some participant’s convictions. While obviously a wide range of
challenging issues was also raised, none of the land trusts interviewed expressed plans to
leave their efforts any time soon.
The belief in the beneficial value of participation can be seen quite clearly in the
case of the Bay Area Open Space Council, where members pay fees to participate.
Financial returns on their investment are possible for these groups, but not guaranteed,
and yet they still contribute hundreds to thousands of dollars a year in order to participate.
North Quabbin and Northern Rockies participants are also not guaranteed funding.
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Although they are able to access significant, dedicated pools through their participation,
even members that may not receive funds yearly continue to participate.
The Michigan Dune Alliance and the Mississippi Blufflands Alliance, however,
have received consistent foundation support, which is distributed regularly among
participants. In order to assess the degree to which trusts in these efforts valued their
experience, interviewees were asked if they would continue to meet if funding was
eliminated. On the whole, a keen desire to do so was expressed, but concerns were raised
as to whether or not it would be fiscally possible. One Dune Alliance member
commented, “I think there would be reason to meet, but it would make it much tougher to
continue if the funding disappeared.” Similarly, a Blufflands participant commented, “I
would want to continue with the Blufflands Alliance because of all the benefits of the
endeavor. We would really like to continue to be involved, but the lack of funding
[would make it difficult].” Another Blufflands member mused, “Would we continue to
participate? I scratch my head about that, I don’t know, they [the board] might be
compelled to drop it, but if they did, it would be purely financial. Their philosophic
support of it is very strong. The results have been demonstrated. The Alliance as a whole
is getting one hell of a lot done.”
Given sentiments such as those expressed above, it seems likely that additional
trusts around the nation will consider joining together into landscape-scale initiatives.
The decision to invest limited resources into these efforts will have to be made on an
individual basis, as each trust weighs the benefits of participation against the costs.
Analyzing the experiences of the pioneering organizations described in this study can
help new trusts decide. Additionally, these experiences offer useful suggestions for the
structure, projects, and composition of future efforts. Nevertheless, future investigations
into the institutionalization and sustainability of these innovative landscape-scale
collaborative efforts would be beneficial. How have these early efforts matured and
changed over time? As always, there will be many additional lessons to learn.
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